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CHAPTER I
PROJECT/THESIS PROPOSAL

1.

Purpose of the Project

Each utility licensee for a nuclear power reactor
is required to minimize the adverse effects from an
accidental radionuclide release into the atmosphere.
In the past the ability to forecast quantitatively the
extent of the hazard from such a release has been
limited.

Now powerful atmospheric modeling techniques

are available to assist nuclear reactor site officials
with greatly improved assessments.

Lawrence Livermore

Laboratory (LLL) has developed a prototype system called
the Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability (ARAC) which
is designed to integrate the modeling with advanced sen
sors, data handling techniques and weather data in order
to provide timely, usable advisories to the site offi
cials.

ARAC shows promise of being a powerful tool for

nuclear materials handling sites within the Department
of Energy (DOE) complex and may be suitable for broader
application with electric power utilities.
The purpose of this project is to examine the ways
and means of adapting ARAC for application to many

1
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nuclear power reactors widely dispersed across the
nation.

The project will emphasise the management

aspects, including government-industry relationships,
technology transfer, organizational structure, staffing,
implementing procedures and costs.

Benefits and costs

for several alternative systems will be compared.

The

following questions will be addressed:
1.

Can ARAC technology developed at LLL be suc
cessfully transferred for broad application to
the nuclear power industry?

2.

Who should operate the ARAC central facility?

?.

"'••at organization and staffing is needed for a
fully operating central facility?

4.

What is required to establish ARAC at a utility
site?

5.

What are the costs and benefits associated with
the several ARAC options to service a large
number of nuclear power plants?

The results will be reviewed and evaluated oy the
management and staff of the ARAC project at LLL and also
by selected staff members of the sponsoring government
agency.

The outcome of this evaluation will be incor

porated into the findings, conclusions and recommenda
tions of this paper.

This paper can be used as a basis

for further study by the agencies concerned.

3
2.

Statement of the Problem

Management officials at a nuclear power plant have
many safety considerations.

The utility not only has

an inherent obligation to preserve the health and wel
fare of people both on and near the site, but government
licensing and inspection procedures also require that
specific strict safety standards and requirements be
met.

At the federal level the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) establishes the regulations upon which
licensing is based and subjects each site to a thorough
review and analysis of the loca± safety procedures prior
to granting the construction and operating permits.
The utility is required to have an emergency plan
to handle any number of potential problems which might
arise, including, in particular, an accidental release
of nuclear materials into the atmosphere.

In responding

to an atmospheric release, approximate knowledge of the
extent and intensity of the hazard is necessary.

Esti

mates are based in part upon readings from detectors and
sensors positioned in the area; however, since instru
mentation is costly there are limits to the coverage
achievable.

As an additional aid, it Is important to be

able to predict the extent and intensity of the hazard
based upon the nature of the release source and the
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meteorological forecast for the local area.

To accom

plish this objective a number of computer models which
simulate the transport and diffusion of radionuclides
through the atmosphere are available.

Generally, the

codes used in the past have limited applicability beyond
about 10 km from the source.

This is an important

shortcoming because significant hazards from a serious
reactor accident may extend over an entire region.

Com

puter codes effective for the regional scale (10 to 100
km) are now ready but require the use of large scien
tific computers available only in a few locations around
the nation.

Nuclear utility sites currently have no

means of obtaining the benefits of the regional scale
calculations in real time as the event happens.
A regional scale code has been developed at LLL
during recent years.

The ARAC system uses this code

together with communications, data handling techniques
and meteorological input to provide site officials with
up to the minute assessments upon which emergency deci
sions can be based.

So far the ARAC system has been

implemented and tested with three Department of Energy
sites that handle radioactive materials.
The problem addressed in this project is that of
how to extend the application of the ARAC system on a
much broader scale to service nuclear power reactor

5
sites around the nation.

This question is pertinent in

view of the potent. 1 hazards associated with a serious
nuclear reactor accident and the proven abilities of the
ARAC system to provide assistance to the three nuclear
site facilities included in the prototype testing.

3.

Project Title, Location and Duration

This project is entitled "A Study of Applying the
Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability to Nuclear Power
Plants."

ARAC is an LLL project which has been applied,

tested and evaluated with three nuclear sites in the
Department of Energy complex.

The use of ARAC on a much

broader scale with a quite different type of facility
will present management and administrative questions
which will require early resolution.

This study empha

sizes the overall ARAC system aspects, relating primar
ily to the central control features at Livermore or
other selected locations.

The study location is LLL,

and the project covers a nine month time frame extending
to August 1978.
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4.

Participants

This project was conducted by the author, who is
currently a program manager in the LLL scientific
division responsible for the ARAC research project.
Persons receiving services from the project include
those in Federal organizations involved with the
potential of ARAC applications (e.g.. Department
of Energy, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal
Aviation Administration) and Jltimately the respon
sible officials at nuclear power reactor sites
around the nation.

Specific evaluation reviewers

are listed in Chapter ill.

5.

Objectives

By January 31, 1978, the researcher will review the
government regulations and requirements pertaining
to nuclear power reactor sites and also the current
methods of handling atmospheric releases by the
utilities.
By January 31, 1978, the researcher will review the
current status of the ARAC system and its capabil-
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ities to assist nuclear power reactor ^ites in
handling atmospheric releases.
c.

By February 28, 1978, the researcher will identify
pertinent factors in the adaptation of ARAC on a
broad scale; e.g., management, staffing, organiza
tion, facilities, training, and costs.

d.

By March 31, 1978, the researcher will compare the
advantages and costs associated with the applica
tion of ARAC to nuclear power reactors.

e.

By April 30, 1978, the researcher will compare the
relative merits of industry vs. government sponsor
ship of an expanded ARAC.

f.

By May 31, 1978, selected staff members at LLL and
in the government will be asked to provide comments
on the findings, conclusions and recommendations.

6.

Limitations of the Project/Thesis Findings

A number of factors may limit the validity and
generality of the thesis results.
a.

The ARAC system development is still a continu
ing process.

Although the general form of the

system is complete, there will be many detailed

8
changes incorporated into the final working
service.
b.

Cost data presented are preliminary in nature.
Also, the sources of funding may change,
depending upon future decisions by the sponsor
ing government agencies.

c.

The implementation of ARAC would depend upon
favorable reception on the part of the nuclear
power utilities and the investment of operating
and capital equipment funds at the sites.

We

are not now at liberty to make a meaningful
measure of possible attitudes of the utilities.

7.

Definition of Terms

Airborne radioactive material:

Any radioactive material

ispersed in the air in the form of dusts, fumes,
mists, vapors, or gases.
Assessment actions:

Those actions taken during or after

an accident to obtain and process information
necessary to make decisions to implement specific
emergency measures.
Code:

In computer science, a numerical program devised
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to operate a series of complex mathematical func
tions.
Commercialization;

In Federal government, the process

by which a government-sponsored technology is
introduced into the marketplace and diffused
through the private enterprise.
Contamination:

The deposit of radioactive material on

the surfaces of structures and areas following a
nuclear atmospheric release.
Diffusion:

In meteorology, the exchange of fluid (e.g.,

air) parcels between regions in space.
Lose:

The quantity of energy absorbed through ioniza
tion per unit mass of tissue.

Rad is the unit of

absorbed dose.
Exposure:

A measure of the ionization produced in the

air by X or gamma radiation.

The roentgen (R) is

the unit of exposure.
Incident:

An occurrence that results in the loss of

control of radioactive materials and involves an
immediate or likely hazard to life, health or pro
perty.
Model:

In computer science, a code wherein real physi

cal quantities are represented.
Nuclear power reactor:

Any device, machine, or assembly

that converts nuclear energy into thermal energy
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and ultimately into some form of useful power, such
as mechanical or electrical.
Nuclide;

A general term referring to any nuclear

species, either stable or unstable, of the chemical
elements.
Protective actions:

Those emergency measures taken

after an uncontrolled release of radioactive mater
ial has occurred for the purpose of preventing or
minimizing radiological exposures to persons.
Radionuclide;

A radioactive nuclide.

Regional scale;

In meteorology, pertaining to a geo

graphical area about 10 to several 100 km across.
Release;

Escape of radioactive materials into the non-

controlled environment.
Source term;

The particular type and amount of radio

nuclide released at the source of a nuclear inci
dent.

In its broadest sense, the source term also

describes the conditions and mode of emission.
Stand-alone:

In computer science, equipment which oper

ates independently of another network.
Transport:

In meteorology, the process by which a sub

stance is carried past a fixed point or across a
fixed plane.
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8.

Timeline

Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug
Review regula
tions and
current site
methods.
Review status
of ARAC

,

.

.
'

Identify and
discuss
pertinent
factors.

|

Compare
industry
vs government

|

.

.

Evaluation
response

,

Final
Revisions

9.

Not applicable.

Budget

.
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10.

Summary

Chapter I
A need exists for obtaining regional scale predic
tions of the extent and intensity of hazards from radio
nuclide releases into the atmosphere.

The ARAC system

at LLIJ has been tested in servicing a relatively few
Department of Energy sites.

This project examines the

potential of the ARAC system for servicing commercial
nuclear power reactors.

Chapter II
The literature in the field includes the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission regulations, publications on the
ARAC project and its related codes, government-industry
relationships, technology transfer experience, and the
body of literature on modern management methods.

Chapter III
The findings of the project will include answers to
the five questions cited in project purpose section.

Chapter IV
The conclusions will enumerate the major points
which derive rrom the findings, and the recommendations
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will list specific actions to be taken as suggested by
the study.

CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

The purpose of this project is to examine the ways
and means of adapting Atmospheric Release Advisory Capa
bility (ARAC) for application to a large number of
nuclear power plants widely dispersed around the nation.
ARAC is intended to provide responsible site officials
with estimates of the effects of atmospheric releases of
hazardous materials as rapidly and accurately as pos
sible.

Originally conceived m

1973 to service selected

Atomic Energy Commission (now Department of Energy)
nuclear sites with a dose-assessment capability, the
ARAC now includes the central facility at LLL and three
established nuclear site facilities with one more site
coming on line.

Not only has the system been tested and

proven at three nuclear sites, but support has also been
provided to the Department of Energy and the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) with assessments involving
actual or potential release of radionuclides on a global
basis.

For instance, during 1977 and early 1978, ARAC

14
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responded to six actual or potential atmospheric
releases of toxic materials, provided an assessment of
hazards to high flying aircraft from a Chinese nuclear
test, participated in two real-time tracer tests, and
conducted three exercises.
ties is given in Appendix A.

A full list of the activi
Recently, the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission initiated a two year study at LLL
to investigate the feasibility of applying ARAC to
licensed commercial nuclear power plants around the
nation.

The second year of this study will examine the

multiplant application.
This chapter first discusses the socio-political
foundations which make this present study particularly
pertinent in today's world.

ARAC would enhance the

response with which nuclear utilities can handle emer
gency releases of radioactivity, and thus address public
concerns regarding the emergency planning capabilities
of the nuclear power industry in the U.S.

This chapter

next reviews the available literature related to the
project including the following subtopics:

government

regulations and requirements relating to licensed
nuclear power plants, ARAC concept and feasibility
studies, pertinent atmospheric transport and diffusion
computer codes, technology transfer, government-industry
relationships, and finally the organizational and man-
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agement aspects of expanding the ARAC system.

All of

these topics contribute to an understanding of the fac
tors involved in the application of ARAC.

One specific

objective of the review is to determine if ARAC is in
deed unique or whether other equivalent concepts exist.

Socio-Political Foundations

"Nuclear power is a social as well as an economic
issue."

The controversy on the future of nuclear

power would seem to support this statement.

The current

nuclear controversy rests in part upon the Federal
government's role as an advocate in the promotion of
nuclear reactors as electric power sources.

While the

promise of nuclear power was recognized in the McMahon
Act of 1946, strong political support for nuclear power
commenced with the "Atoms for Peace Program" originated
by President Eisenhower in the mid-1950"s.

The primary

purpose of this program was to divert world-wide empha
sis from nuclear weaponry by committing large quantities
of special nuclear material (enriched uranium) to peace
ful purposes - mostly nuclear power production.

As sup-

J-Congressional Digest, February 1977, Remarks pre
sented by Hon. F. W. Richmond to U. S. House of Repre
sentatives on June 22, 1976.
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port of this program became a national goal, the Atomic
Energy Commission, the federal agency charged with
implementation, became a strong proponent - as well as
regulator - of nuclear power plants.

This dual role

contained elements of conflict which prevailed until the
promotional and regulatory functions were split between
two agencies with the Reorganization Act of 1974.

In

no area was the link between promotion and regulation
more criticized than in the question of safety of
nuclear power plants.
While other nuclear issues such as waste disposal,
diversion of nuclear materials, sabotage, and hazards
from routine operations are important, the public atten
tion has focused on the large-scale nuclear accident.
In this case the outer containment structure of the
reactor is breached and a cloud of radioactive fission
products is released into the atmosphere, dispersed by
wind and diffusion, and redeposited on the ground inside
and outside the plant boundaries.

Although the proba-

oility of occurrence of such an accident is very low,
the consequences should it occur are truly severe.

The

1

Rasmussen study, which examined many levels of acci!"Reactor Safety Study," WASH-1400, NUREG-75/014,
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, October 1975. This
report also indicates that 100 nuclear plants would have
a probability of 1000 or more fatalities one time in a
million years compared to one in fifty for earthquakes
or one in 2000 for airplane crashes.
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dent severity, indicates that a worst-case accident for
a 1000 megawatt reactor might cause several thousand
casualties over a few days, economic loss of over $10
billion, and contamination of about 3200 square miles.
This occurrence is so unlikely that the probability of
any individual's being killed by a falling meteorite is
greater than his being killed by a worst-case
accident.

; cor

Nevertheless many critics have identified

this area as a matter of public concern.

A number of

citizens group, e.g., Union of Concerned Scientists,
have organized to actively oppose the further construc
tion of nuclear power plants until public safety is
assured.

Ralph Nadar,

in particular, has challenged

tht' methodology and results of the Rasmussen study.
Former Presidential Assistant for Science and Technology
Kistiakowsky concludes, "I find the technology is not
ready for massive expansion of nuclear power and that
our society is not ready to live with it. Nor is the
2
world ready to live with it."
Others also have
1

Nadar, Ralph, "Nuclear Power: More then a Tech
nological Issue," Mechanical Engineering, 98(2),
(February 1976).
2

Klstiakowsky, George B., "Nuclear Power - How
Much is Too Much?", The Nuclear Power Controversy,
edited by A. W. Murphy, Prentice-Hall, N.J., 1976, p.
179.
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addressed the problems of responding to the large scale
12 3
nuclear accident. ' '
On the other hand, a recent comprehensive study
sponsored by the Ford Foundation examines the future of
nuclear power and in part concludes as follows:
"...nuclear power compares favorably with coal even
when the possibility of accidents is included...
"The adverse health and property consequences of
even an extremely serious accident would not be out
of line with other major peacetime catastrophes
that our society has demonstrably been able to
handle without major long-term impact...
"The reasonable upper bound on the possibility of
an extremely serious nuclear accident is not in
itself unacceptable...
"On balance, we believe the risks associated with
the current generation of LWR's (Light Water Reac
tors) are acceptable..."4
The nuclear controversy is a large factor in a
dramatic reduction in new orders for nuclear power
plants, as indicated by the recent downward trend shown
in Figure 1.

In the past three years private electric

Surrey, J. and C. Huggett, "Opposition to Nuclear
Power - A Review of International Experience," Energy
Policy, (December 1976), pp. 286-307.
2

Berger, John J., Nuclear Power - The Unviable
Option, Ramparts Press, Palo Alto, CA, 1976.
3

Bodansky, David and F. H. Schmidt, "Safety
Aspects of Nuclear Energy" in T - Nuclear Power Contro
versy, edited by Arthur w. Murp! < Prentice-Hall,
Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1976.
;

^Nuclear Power Issues and Choices, Ford Founda
tion, 1977, pp. 240-241.
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utilities have canceled orders for 25 nuclear power
plants.

At the same time, the role projected for

nuclear power in the current National Energy Plan
one of consistent growth.

is

Nuclear power will contribute

to the U.S. energy supply primarily through electric
energy generation,

in the National Energy Plan, nuclear

power is projected as the fastest growing major electri
cal source - 16% per year through 1985 and 7.3% in the
period .1985-2000.

Table 1 presents a recent government

forecast of U.S. installed nuclear capacity with the
adoption of the National Energy Plan as proposed by the
Administration.
Whether the National Energy Plan will prove real
istic remains to be seen.

It is clear that the electri

cal demands will grow over the next few decades, and
nuclear power is projected to expand substantially.

To

what extent the nuclear expansion actually occurs will
depend, among other factors, upon the public perception
of how safe the plants are and how well an emergency can
be controlled.
This study of A.RAC is relevant to the broad social
and political questions of nuclear safety in the follow
ing way.

The ARAC system would enhance the emergency

1"President Carter's National Energy Plan,
Detailed White House Report," The Bureau of National
Affairs, Inc., April 29, 1977.

60

1966

FIGURE 1.

-i
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Orders for Nuclear Power Plants in the V. S. 1966-1977.

R. W. Brown and R. H. Williamson, "Domestic Uranium Requirements," presented
at the Uranium Industry Seminar, Grand Junction, Colorado, October 26, 197 7.
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TABLE 1.
U.S. Installed Nuclear Capacity
1977 Forecast (Gigawatts Electric)
1976
1985
1990
2000

1

42
127
195
380

response capabilities of nuclear power plants.

In a

full scale accident, ARAC would provide timely, reason
ably accurate advisories of dose levels or concentra
tions resulting from radionuclides depositing on the
ground after an atmospheric release.

These advisories,

based upon calculations done with large computers and a
team of specialists at a distant emergency response cen
ter, would give to officials at the reactor site infor
mation upon which to base emergency decisions.

These

decisions might concern vital activities such as evacua
tion, rescue efforts, and decontamination.

Information

from the ARAC central facility could permit site offi
cials to control the after-accident operations to a
degree not otherwise possible.

In addition, media and

concerned citizen groups could be kept better informed
on the nature of the emergency and status of recovering
measures.

ilbid.
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This is not to presume that ARAC would resolve the
nuclear safety problems nor the problems of adverse
public perception of the likelihood of accidents.

But

ARAC can contribute significantly to handling the emer •
gency no matter what the scale of

the accident.

That

responsible officials at i .ie sc^ne of the accident have
tools to assist in controlling the disaster is a posi
tive factor in any circumstance.

Related Publications and Studies

The available literature related to this project
is both numerous and diverse.

This section reviews

publications and studies especially pertinent to the
development of answers to the central questions posed in
the previous chapter.

Additional references may also be

found in the List of References.

Government Regulations and Requirements
Upon Nuclear Power Plants
In the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as subsequently
amended, the Federal government is clearly established
as the primary source of safety requirements imposed
upon the builders and operators of nuclear power plants.
The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is the specific agency
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which establishes and monitors the Federal requirements
in this area.

This agency (and its predecessor, the

Atomic Energy Commission) has been charged with estab
lishing a complete system of licensing requirements and
operating regulations and with monitoring compliance.
Although each plant is approved on its own merits, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission publishes guidance in
advance on what utilities may expect regarding criteria
used in the government reviews.

Particularly pertinent

for this ARAC project are three sections of the Code of
Federal Regulations, Title 10, pertaining to safety
requirements.

In particular the 10 CFR 20 - "Standards

for Protection Against Radiation"

establishes the

criteria for protecting the health and safety of the
public and on-site personnel.

10 CFR 50 - "Licensing

of Production and Utilization Facilities," requires the
applicant for a nuclear plant construction license to
provide a Final Safety Analysis Report which includes
plans for coping with emergencies.

Appendix I gives

specifics on how utilities should interpret the "as low
as is reasonably achievable" criterion for radioactive
effluents from light water-cooled nuclear power
reactors.
^-Federal Code of Regulations, Title 10, 1976.
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In addition to the Code of Federal Regulations, the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission publishes a series of
Regulatory Guides which do not have the stature of law
but give specific guidance on how the license applicants
can expect the regulations to be interpreted.

Important

for the purpose of this project is the Regulatory Guide
entitled "Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power
Plants,"

which prescribes means for radiological

monitoring and surveillance and for assessment actions
2
in an emergency. Regulatory Guide 1.112 pertains to
computer modeling techniques acceptable in meeting the
Appendix I requirements.

In addition to the above, the

Commission sponsors a series of topical reports.

An

example is the previously cited Rasmussen Study,
which reports upon the assessments made of the potential
public risks that could be involved in accidents at com
mercial nuclear power plants.

!u.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regulatory
Guide 1.101, "Emergency Planning for Nuclear Power
Plants," March 1977.
2

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regulatory
Guide 1.112, "Calculations of Release of Radioactive
Materials in Gaseous and Liquid Effluents from Light
Water Cooled Power Reactors," July 1977.
3

Ibid.
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Another topical report is NUREG 75/111,

which

provides guidance to state and local government offi
cials for planning emergency response roles at these
levels r>f government.

In practice, the state and local

governments vary widely in the degree to which they have
implemented emergency plans and regulations.

The State

of California has a Nuclear Power Plant Emergency
Response Plan issued jointly by the Office of Emergency
Services and the Department of Health, which complements
2
the Federal regulations in this area.
These regulations, guides and reports are pertinent
to the electric utility needs in constructing and oper
ating a nuclear power reactor and to the safety require
ments in particular.

This material provides the frame

work upon which the means of utilizing the ARAC can be
projected.

ARAC Concept and Feasibility Studies
The chief purpose of ARAC is to provide local site
officials with estimates of the effects of atmospheric
releases of hazardous materials as rapidly and accurl"Guide and Checklist for Development and Evalua
tion of State and Local Government Radiological Emer
gency Response Plans in Support of Fixed Nuclear Facil
ities," USNRC Report NOREG 75/111, Rev. 1, December 1,
1974.
2

"Nuclear Power Plant Emergency Response Plan,"
State of California Report, July 1975.
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ately as possible.

On request from the sites, the cen

tral facility develops a series of advisories concerning
emergency or routine atmospheric releases.

Numerical

models that provide rapid regional assessments based
upon actual data from the sites are fundamental to the
ARAC concept.
The concept originated in 1971 and is based upon
techniques developed in the 1960's in support of the
Plowshare program for peaceful uses of nuclear explo1
2
sives.

A study was initiated at LLL in 1973

to

define the concept prototype and implementation phases
in support of a limited number of nuclear sites.
prototype phase was completed in 1975.
tion phase
in 1976.

The

An implementa

scheduled for a three year period began
The first ARAC-serviced sites were designated

as Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, Livermore, California;
Savannah River Plant, Aiken, S.C.; and Rocky Flat,
Boulder, Colorado. It is expected that by the early
J-Knox, J. B., "Numerical Modeling of the
Transport Diffusion and Deposition of Pollutants for
Regions and Extended Scales," Journal of the Air
Pollution Control Association, 24(7), July 1974.
z

Dickerson, M. H., J. B. Knox, J. J. Cohen and
R. C. Orphan, "A Concept for an Atmospheric Release
Advisory Capability," LLL Report UCRL-51656, 1974.
3

Dickerson, M. H., R. C. Orphan, "Atmospheric
Release Advisory Capability: Development and Plans for
Implementation," LLL Report UCRL-51829, June 1975,
published Nuclear Safety, 17(3), May-June 1976.
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1980's approximately 15 nuclear sites will be serviced
24 hour a day by ARAC.
The form in which ARAC is now established to sup
port the Federal government is illustrated in Figure 2.

Livermore
Computer
Center

•-Savannah River Plant
-Rock Flats Plant
_ Lawrence Livermore Laboratory/
Sandia Livermore Laboratory

National
Weather
Service

ARAC
Center

• * - Mound Laboratory
Department of Energy
Emergency Response
Federal Aviation Administration

Air Force
Global
Weather Centrai

Figure 2.

ARAC Prototype Network.

The ARAC system is built upon a communication and
data acquisition network that allows each user to have
rapid access to the central advisory products, which in
turn are based upon environmental data from the local
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site.

Conceptually, any number of nuclear or chemical

facilities or sites within the U.S. could be serviced
within the network.

The national and global meteoro

logical service, provided by the National Weather Ser
vice and the Air Force Global Weather Central, supplies
meteorological data (observational data, analyses, fore
casts) that are pertinent to each assessment.

The cen

tral facility, through data and voice telecommunication
links, provides the site with the regional assessment
products that are calculated on large scientific com
puters.

Department of Energy Headquarters and field

offices may also receive the advisories at the same
time.
While ARAC was initially conceived to respond to
large scale atmospheric releases of radionuclides at
specific fixed sites, ARAC has proven useful in other
situations.

For instance, ARAC provides advisories for

the routine, closely monitored radionuclide releases
from nuclear reactors.

ARAC assists the Department of

Energy with problems caused by radiological accidents
away from fixed sites, for terrorist threats of nuclear
weapons, and for accidents involving chemicals other
than radionuclides.

ARAC also provides the Federal

Aviation Administration with assessments of hazards to
commerical aircraft at high altitudes.
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Computer Modeling
The quantitative assessment of atmospheric releases
is greatly facilitated by some form of numerical atmo
spheric model to predict ground-level air concentration
and deposition downwind of the release.

For this pur

pose the scientific community has developed a wide
variety of transport and diffusion models which use
mathematical techniques to represent the physical pro
cesses occurring in the atmosphere.
have been surveyed by L. C. Rosen,

Existing models
whose review is

summarized in Appendix B.
The ARAC system employs several computer modeling
techniques. At the local site, Gaussian plume calcula2
tions are carried out to a limited distance downwind
(•^10 km) .

For larger downwind distances (10-100 km) a

greater degree of modeling sophistication is necessary.
For ARAC, the advanced model calculations are performed
on a large computer accessible to the central facility
(see Figure 2 ) . ARAC employs ADPIC,

a three-dimen-

^•Rosen, L. C , "A Review of Air Quality Modeling
Techniques," LLL Report UCID-17382, January 1977.
2

Peterson, K. R., T. Crawford and L. A. Lawson,
"CPS: A Continuous Point-Source Computer Code for Plume
Dispersion," LLL Report UCRL-52049, 1976.
3

Lange, R., "ADPIC - A Three Dimensional Trans
port-Diffusion Model for the Dispersal of Atmospheric
Pollutants, and Its Validation Against Regional Tracer
Studies," J. Appl. Meteorol., 17, March 1978.
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sional particle diffusion code, and MATHEW,
ological data adjustment model.

a meteor

These codes are used

to estimate air concentrations and g;ound depositions
for any proposed site using data defining local topo
graphy, local meteorology and details of the atmospheric
release.

The ADPIC-calculated air concentrations and

ground depositions of specific radionuclides of interest
can be converted to individual and population whole-body
or organ doses by a dose conversion computer code.

Risk

from inhalation, ingestion or external pathways also can
2
be predicted.
This review revealed that no system of codes,
equivalent to those employed in ARAC, is now in exist
ence outside LLIi.

Technology Transfer
ARAC represented a potential way to improve the
emergency response capability of the nuclear power
industry.

Making this technology available is an exam

ple of technology transfer from government to industry.
isherman, C. A., "MATHEW: A Mass Adjusted Three
Dimensional wind Field Model," J. Appl. Meteorol., 17,
March 1978.
2

N g , Y. c.f et al., "Prediction of the Maximum
Dosage to Man from the Fallout of Nuclear Devices, Part
4, Handbook for Estimating the Maximum Internal Dose
from Radionuclides Released to the Biosphere," LLL
Report UCRL-50163, Pt. 4, 1968.
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In the past, the government research laboratories have
transferred technology to industry largely through
reports, scientific papers, and presentations at confer
ences.

A recent emphasis in government research is to

find ways to facilitate this flow of information and to
improve the efficiency of the technology transfer pro
cess.

LLL has an active program to provide to

industry the results of research.

'

Two examples

of improved technology transfer may be found in the
digital microcomputers and control systems and in the
laser fusion program.
In the case of transferring ARAC technology, cer
tain difficulties are present.

The computer codes are

complex and require large scientific computers such as
those at LLL.

These computers will not normally be

available to a particular utility operating a nuclear
power plant.

To resolve this problem, a precedent is

Ijensen, C. W., "A Technology Transfer Plan That
Works - Here's How our ERDA Laboratory Does It," LLL
Report UCRL-78755, October 20, 1976.
2

See for example, R. C. Maninger, "Comments on
Energy Technology Transfer," LLL Report UCRL-79627, June
22, 1977.
3

Miller, C. F., "Some Approaches to Transferring
Federal Technology to State and Local Governments," LLL
Report UCRL-79558, June 2, 1977.
*R. C. Maninger, "Some Commercial innovations from
Technology Transfers of Federal Research and Develop
ment," LLL Report UCRL-78312, July 16, 1972.
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available in the transfer of the Livermore Regional Air
Quality Model (LIRAQ) to the Bay Area Air Pollution Con
trol District

and other government agencies.

LIRAQ

is intended primarily for land-use planning, short-term
control strategies, and regional population growth pat
terns.

Another precedent was established by the use of

regional modeling techniques in the study of potential
wind power applications in Hawaii and other loca
tions.

Government - Industry Relationships
The Federal government has long supported
innovative changes in technology, but primarily for the
government's own procurement needs in national security
3
and space. A. M. Agapos has made an excellent study
of government-industry relationships in the use of tech
nology in support ... government needs.

However, as

former Assistant Secretary of Commerce J. H. Hollomon
indicates, "We are the only country in the world that
^MacCracken, M. C. and G. D. Sauter, Eds.,
"Development of an Air Pollution Model for the San
Francisco Bay Area, Final Report to the NSF," LLL Report
UCRL-51920, Vols 1 and 2, 1975.
2

Hardy, D. H., "Wind Power Studies: Initial Data
and Numerical Calculations," LLL Report UCRL-50034-76-1,
1976.
3

Agapos, A. M., Government Industry and Techno
logy, University of Alabama Press, 1975.
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does not support technology which is geared to civilian
economic ends."

Further, Hollomon points out that

the heavy investment for space and defense diverts
talented manpower from the crucial technological needs
of the civilian economy.
In the energy sector, new attitudes are developing.
In some cases, the government is explicitly supporting
the commercial use of new technologies.

The administra

tion has set as one of the principles to guide the
energy program:
"Rely upon the private sector and market forces
as the most efficient means of achieving the
Nation's goals, but act through the government
where the private sector is unable to achieve our
goals,""
2

Government commercialization is encouraged in the
1974 laws regarding solar heating and geothermal
energy.

The usual mechanism to encourage a new tech

nology is called "commercial demonstration."

fere the

government assists in the introduction of an energy
1

Hollomon, J. H., "How to Close the Gap in Downto-Earth Technology," Fortune, 97(10), May 22, 1978.
2

" A National Plan for Energy Research Development
and Demonstration: Creating Energy Choices for the
Future," Energy Research and Development Administration
Report No. 76-1, April 1976.
3pL93-409 "The Solar Heating and Cooling Demon
stration Act of 1974." PL93-410 "The Geothermal Energy
Research and Development and Demonstration Act of 1974."
PL93-430 "The Solar Energy Research and Development and
Demonstration Act of 1974."
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technology by investing in an experiment or prototype
with the goal of interesting private enterprise in pro
moting broad scale usage.

In 1976 the Federal govern

ment and industry each invested about $2.1 billon in
direct energy research and development.

Roland Schmitt

at General Electric's Research and Development Center
predicts two dire consequences from "this massive inva
sion of research and development for commercial markets
by the government."

First is a downward trend in the

fraction of new technical developments actually commer
cialized, and second is an increased risk to the private
sector in undertaking commercialization.

A recent

2
study

observes that the commercial adoption of tech

nology is part of a dynamic, complex, and highly unpre
dictable process.

The government can reduce some of the

uncertainties but cannot eliminate an environment con
trolled by economic forces in the real world.

A Rand

Corporation analysis of Federal demonstration pro3
jects identified the strong need for "market pull"
rather than "technology push."
ln

T h e R&D Quandary: What to Do About the Govern
ment," The Energy Daily, June 9, 1978, pp. 6-7.
2

"Government Support for the Commercialization of
New Energy Technologies," MIT Energy Laboratory Report
MIT-EL 76-009, November 1976.
3

Baer, W. S., L. L. Johnson, E. W. Morrow, "Anal
ysis of Federally Funded Demonstration Projects: Final
Report," Rand Corporation Report R-A25-DOC, April, 1976.
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The electric power utilities in the U.S. have some
unique relationships with government.

Legally desig

nated as monopolies with a public interest, utilities
are required to provide safe and adequate service with
out discrimination within a fair rate of return.

To

assure this performance, the utilities are closely regu
lated by the public utility commissions in the state and
the Federal Power Commission for interstate matters.
Nuclear power utilities answer also to the licensing
regulations of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission as
noted before.

The Federal government also produces

electric power through agencies such as the Tennessee
Valley Authority.

Private companies provide about

three-fourths of the electrical power produced in the
U.S.

The question of public vs. private ownership is

an old issue with substantive arguments on both sides.
It should be recognized that there is some sensitivi*-''
relative to the government's requiring private utilities
to subscribe to a government service such as ARAC.
The parallel situation in the air transportation
industry may be instructive.

Weather forecasts are pro

vided by a government agency, the National Weather Ser
vice, and are used by the commercial airlines.

The

Federal Aviation Administration is the government body
^Glaeser, Martin G., Public Utilities in American
Capitalism, New York, 1957.
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that regulates the industry and prescribes the general
usage of weather forecasts.

But the airlines reserve

the right to make their own decisions on each flight
plan based upon the current factors of economics and
risk existing at the time.

This relationship suggests

a parallel to the way in which the ARAC service may
operate in the government-industry framework.

Organization and Management
In regard to the organizational and management
aspects of this study, a number of works have proven
particularly useful in providing source material for
framing specific findings. Among these are readings in
1
2
Koontz and O'Donnel; Hampton, Summer and Webber;
3
and Buchele.
In recent years a large body of litera
ture has developed in organization theory applicable to
a technically oriented organization.
4
We are indebted to Peter Drucker for pointing
out that "liberation and mobilization of human energies
1

Koontz, H. and C. O'Connell, Management;
of Readings, McGraw-Hill, 4th Ed., 1976.

A Book

2

Hampton, D. R., C. E. Summer, R. A. Webber,
Organizational Behavior and the Practice of Management,
Scott Foresmand and Co., 1968.
3

Buchels, R. B., The Management of Business and
Public Organizations, McGraw-Hill, 1977.
4

Drucker, Peter F., "New Templates for Todays
Organization," Harvard Business Review on Management,
Harper & Row, New York, 1975, pp. 623-635.
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- rather then symmetry, harmony, or consistency - are
the purposes of organization."
Organization may be viewed as a means of accom
plishing goals and objectives, but this perception is
incomplete.

Another view is to consider that an organi

zation is a mechanism having the purpose of offsetting
those forces which undermine human collaboration and
actually increases the stability of human relationships.
The latter view begins to define a modern theory of
organization.
Scott labels the theories of organization having
broad acceptance as classical, neo-classic .1 and
modern.
cepts:

Classical theory is based upon four con
(1) the division of labor or departmentation,

(2) the scalar and functional process which deals with
the vertical (chain of command) and horizontal (grouping
like units), (3) the structure which defines the rela
tionship between functions in an organization and (4)
span of control which specifies the number of subordin
ates which a manager can effectively supervise.

These

factors are all considered in the organizational pattern
proposed for the ARAC central facility.

These factors

^•Scott, William G., "Organizational Theory: An
Over-view and an Appraisal," J. of the Academy of Man
agement, 4(1), April 1961.
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often lead to a hierarchical structure characterized by
A. Jay as "the fearful symmetry."

1

The neo-classical theory of organization super
imposes other concepts resulting from consideration of
human behavior.

In particular, the neo-classical theory

takes into account the informal organization.

The

informal organization refers to people in group associa
tions at work not specified in formal organization
chart, but which are the natural groupings resulting
from the need of people to associate with others.
Informal organizations demand conformity from group
members which may be at odds with the goals of the for
mal organization, and have informal leaders with status
and communication systems not based on the formal organ
ization.

ARAC management must recognize that the infor

mal organization exists, that it cannot be destroyed,
and that it must be worked with in harmony.

ijay, Antony, Management and Machiavelli, Holt,
Rinehart and Winston, New York, 1967, p. 9.
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Modern organization theory has an integrating
nature which characterizes organizations as sys
tems. "

This theory views the organization as many

human and machine interconnections, which make use of
flexible organization structures served by computerized
information flow to effectively accomplish the changing
tasks.

Part of modern organization theory rests on

social-psychological research concerning status and role
perceptions of the individual and on the physical
environment of the work.

Organizational goals are based
5
upon growth, stability and interactions.
The ARAC is

a complex which lends itself to examination as a system.
Scott

observed a "macro-micro-macro" order in

the historical progress of physics, economics, and
^Perrow, Charles, "The Short and Glorious History
of Organization Theory," Organizational Dynamics, 2(1),
Summer, 1973, pp. 2-15.
2

Koontz, Harold, "The Management Theory Jungle,"
Journal of the Academy of Management, 4(3), pp. 174-88,
December 1961.
^Daniel, Ronald D., "Reorganizing for Results,"
Harvard Business Review, 44(6), pp. 96-104, Nov.-Dec.

T96TI
4

Hunt, Raymond G., "Technology and Organization,"
Journal of the Academy of Management, 13(3), pp. 235252, September 1970.
5

Goldhaber, G. M. Organizational Communication,
N. C. Brown Co., Dubuque, Iowa, 1974.
r

6lbid.
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sociology, whereby an initial systematic comprehension
gives way to attention to analyses of the parts of the
whole, followed by a return to theories dealing with the
total system.
path.

Organization theory has taken the same

Classical organization concerns the gross pro

cesses and parts; the neo-classical theory examines more
the situational aspects of individual behavior; and
modern theory emphasizes the overall system.
Organization theory provides a basis upon which to
examine the possible structures and relationships for
ARAC.

The ARAC system presents many complexities

because of its multi-agency composition and its broad
geographical coverage.

Summary

As indicated in this chapter, serious questions
exist regarding the safety of nuclear power reactors.
The ARAC system is one specific means by which the emer
gency response might be improved in the event of a major
accident or in other situations involving an atmospheric
release.

A review of the literature indicates that

another equivalent system is not now in existence
although competitive modeling techniques are quite
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feasible.

A number of studies of the technology trans

fer aspects of similar resarch projects provide a frame
work in which to consider a full scale application of
ARAC; however, none of these applications present quite
the same factors.

Influential in the successful appli

cation of ARAC is an understanding of the governmentindustry relationships and the general principles of
modern organization and management.
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technology may be divided as follows:

mini-computer

usage, communications meteorological assessment, data
base handling, and the transport and diffusion codes.
The communications achievements are state-of-the-art and
can be duplicated and extended readily.

The meteoro

logical inputs to the system are based upon site moni
toring sensors and upon services already furnished for
the purpose by the National Weather Service and the Air
Force Global Weather Central.

These are not technolog

ically unique although the assessment and interpretation
of weather data under emergency conditions requires
highly developed professional skills.

The data-base-

handling techniques specialized to the ARAC system could
be duplicated and even improved by advanced practi
tioners of that skill.

The mini-computers which

receive, store, and manipulate the various input data
are also available from commercial vendors.

However,

the transfer of the atmospheric transport and diffusion
codes coupled with the broad technological expertise
available at the Laboratory are another matter.
The LLL computer codes so necessary in formulating
the ARAC forecast advisories have been uniquely
developed, validated in a series of field experiments,
and checked by use of standard problems,

in a sense

code development will never be completed; for example,
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the representation of topography is st'll in progress.
There is always room for improvement, and some short
comings become evident only with use.

Also, knowledge

of the physical quantities represented in the codes
increases with time.

Heretofore the ARAC codes had been

continually revised and improved; if and when ARAC is
transferred, the insertion of changes will present a
serious complication.

The difficulty in keeping the

code current raises a judgmental question of how rigid
the codes must remain after deficiences are discovered
or knowledge of the inputs of physical quantities
improves.
Some parallel experience is available in the trans
fer of the Livermore Air Quality (LIRAQ) Model for the
San Francisco Bay Area.

This model was developed by LLL

in cooperation with the Bay Area Air Pollution Control
District (BAACPD) and NASA Ames Research Center.

To

facilitate the District's access to the model, the LIRAQ
codes and associated files were transferred from LLL
computers to similar computers at Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory.

This enables the District personnel to use

the programs to solve problems from their San Francisco
offices via telephone line links:.

Although computer

time is limited for non-governmental agencies, the Dis
trict has used the model in land-use planning studies
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such as the determination of the effects on air quality
of

ew towns, shopping centers, population growth pat

terns, and short term control strategies.

LLL has

adapted the LIRAQ model for application to other geo
graphical regions; e.g., for use in the St. Louis area
by the Environmental Protection Agency.
The LIRAQ model was not transferred to the Lawrance
Berkeley Laboratory computers without difficulty,

in

the time allowed for LIRAQ development, there was con
siderable pressure to complete a code operable on the
LLL computers, and this was done first.

However, each

computer installation tends to have unique coding pro
cedures which cannot readily be transferred; graphical
input and output has proven especially resistant to
transfer.

Further, for security reasons, the use of the

LLL computer complex by outsiders is restricted so that
transferring LIRAQ to another computer complex was
essential.

Making the code operable at the Lawrence

Berkeley Laboratory computer (even though nominally the
same computer) required much additional effort and
expense.

To use still other computer centers miqht

entail even greater complications then the transfer to
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory.

The number of available

computer centers capable of handling codes of such com
plexity is indeed limited.

Computer centers at the
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National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) or
Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA) may be
adequate, but obtaining exclusive usage of a large
scientific computer is problematical, especially for
non-governmental clients.
A stand-alone computer could be procured for exclu
sive ARAC usage, but only with substantial facility and
equipment costs.

A major problem would still exist in

handling the maintenance down time of a single computer.
These considerations in part led to designing the
present ARAC with a central facility at LLL with access
to four Control Data Corporation 7600 computers.

The

prototype operation has proven very satisfactory and has
permitted continued development of the major regional
codes under the purview of the LLL technical research
staff.

Finding
LLL can transfer the ARAC technology for broad
application to the nuclear power industry.

The regional

atmospheric codes developed at LLL would require fre
quent updating after transfer.
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Central Facility Operator

Who should operate the ARAC central facility?

The operation of the central facility will be cru
cial to the success of the ARAC system.

The central

facility would serve as the focal point for data acqui
sition, assessments and communications.

At the central

facility the advisories based on the regional codes
would be formulated and sent to the user site officials.
Whoever operates the central facility will actually
operate the ARAC system, recognizing, however, that some
stand-alone features will exist at each site.
In examining this evaluation question, three alter
native operators have been considered:

(1) a Federal

government agency, (2) LLL as an extension of the estab
lished prototype system, and (3) a new separate operat
ing contractor.

Direct Government Operation
ARAC might assist a nuclear power utility in a
myriad of situations - all the way from making predic
tions of the impacts of routine periodic releases on a
day-by-day basis to analyses of serious accidents
requiring extensive evacuation from the site and sur-
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rounding area.

ARAC's role in assisting sites to handle

the emergency situation is especially crucial.

Above

all else the ARAC system performance must be reliable
and effective in the emergency response mode; ARAC must
respond rapidly at any time for the day or night.
These considerations suggest government operation
of the ARAC system in a way parallel to that in which
government provides other vital emergency services
(e.g., fire, police and Coast Guard).

Similar govern

ment organizations include those involved in the public
health services and the national weather services.

For

dedicated performance in an emergency of long duration,
direct government operation would have substantial
advantages.
Limitations exist with the concept of government
operating such a system.

Many would question that

the government should provide such a direct service to
commercial utilities when alternative methods are avail
able.

Any new obligation on the part of the Federal

government is examined closely for additional costs,
liabilities, and responsibilities for government.

Fur

ther, the staffing of highly skilled assessment profes^•Baer, W. S., L. L. Johnson and E. W. Merrow, "An
Analysis of Federally Funded Demonstration Projects;
Final Report," Rand Corporation Report R-1925-DOC, April
1976.
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sionals may prove more difficult for the government.
The peripheral and routine services provided by ARAC may
be even harder to justify in a government operation.
Several government agencies have responsibilities
2
in radiological emergency response planning.
The
Federal Preparedness Agency maintains an overview, pro
vides policy guidance, and encourages state and local
government participation; but operates through other
agencies.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission is desig

nated as the lead agency in emergency planning for
nuclear reactor accidents.

But normally the Commission

sets up requirements in its regulations and insures com
pliance through the licensing procedure.

In other

words, the Commission is a regulatory body for the
public and not a service agency for the utilities.

How

ever, the Commission could require an ARAC-like system
in its regulations without offering or directly endors
ing ARAC.

The Department of Energy has broad responsi

bilities for the development and commercialization of
energy services for the nation.

As the creator and

sponsor of the ARAC project, the Department of Energy
1

Dince, R. R., "Coping with the Civil Service,"
Fortune, 7.(11), June 5, 1978.
^"Radiological Incident Emergency Response Plan
ning; Fixed Facilities and Transportation," Federal
Register, 4J)(248) , December 24, 1975, pp. 59494-5.
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is a logical agency to see the system through to the
application phase, and does have an extensive field
organization throughout the nation.

The Environmental

Protection Agency provides criteria for protective
action to ameliorate the consequences of a radiological
accident.

The Department of Health, Education and Wel

fare assists in guidance for health and medical care
responses.

An operative agency is the National Weather

Service, which is part of the National Oceanic and Atmo
spheric Administration (NOAA) and handles meteorological
functions for the government.

Certainly NOAA would have

the computer capabilities to handle the tasks provided
they can be dedicated to the ARAC assignment whenever
required.

The Federal Aviation Administration, part of

the Department of Transportation, would also have an
interest from the viewpoint of safety of aircraft flying
at high altitudes.

While any of these agencies may have

an operative interest, the Department of Energy appears
to be the most logical to operate ARAC on behalf of the
government.

Reimbursement of the government from pri

vate utilities may present some problems.

LLL Operation
Recognizing that the prototype ARAC now has two
years of operating experience at LLL, a case can be made
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to extend ARAC from that existing base.

There are

advantages in starting with trained and motivated per
sonnel who have experience in responding to emergencies
and training exercises.

The central facility is already

in existence and custom-tailored to the ARAC needs.

The

necessary equipment is installed and thoroughly tested
under emergency conditions.

The computational capacity

is readily available, and arrangements have been made
to establish priorities to gain access to the large
scientific computers for using the regional transport
and diffusion cedes in response to user emergency
requests.

Four existing computers in the LLL complex

provide a desirable redundancy which enhances the reli
ability of the ARAC response.

In short, the ARAC cen

tral facility is already tested and operating at LLL;
all that is necessary to service additional sites is to
augment the communications and switching mechanisms.
Such an extension of the ARAC prototype would provide
the ARAC service at a minimum level of costsj these
aspects will be discussed in a subsequent section.
Another important factor is the resulting close link
between the expanded ARAC and the research staff who
created the system and who would be available to correct
breakdowns or to add improvements to the system with a
minimum of delay.

Many organizations within the Labora-
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tory have proven invaluable in providing expertise per
tinent to the handling of particular accidents.
There is precedent for the LLL to operate an
expanded ARAC.

The national laboratories are authorized

to perform functions for private industry under the
existing regulations.

Two important constraints in

the regulations are that the use not unduly interfere
with government assigned work and that adequate commer
cial facilities not be reasonably available.

The latter

is interpreted as meaning that the Department of Energy
or its contractors will not compete with private
industry when private facilities and equipment are
available in the requester's region on a convenient
basis and at a reasonable charge.
Precedent is based upon case-by-case judgments over
the past decade by the Department of Energy and its
predecessors concerning what services are reasonable for
a national laboratory to perform for the private sector.
The national laboratories have undertaken an obligation
in only very few instances if a private firm has stated
that it has the capability to do the work in question.
It should be noted that a research activity lends itself
to the establishment of uniqueness more than does the
^•Department of Energy Manual Chapter 7603, "Use
of DOE Facilities and Equipment for Private Purposes,"
1978.
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operation of a facility such as the ARAC central
facility.
Also, authority exists for one government agency
to provide work for another under the Intergovernmental
Cooperation Act of 1968.

For instance, Nuclear Regula

tory Commission could reimburse the Department of Energy
for the ARAC system expenses.

An alternative is that

the nuclear power industry would be assessed the costs
of ARAC service after the Commission establishes a
requirement for such emergency capability as part of the
regulatory function.
There are important factors which mitigate against
the LLL's continuing as the operating contractor for an
expanded ARAC and which must be judged both inside and
outside the Laboratory.

The LLL as a national labora

tory must be primarily responsive to the research needs
of the Department of Energy.

The Laboratory resources

ere limited and particularly the professional manpower
must be applied judiciously to make maximum impact upon
i.iovernment problems.

It is somewhat doubtful that the

LLL could undertake a long term obligation for an exclu
sively operational facility not directly related to
research activity.

The goal of applied research is

normally to develop the concept and then turn it over
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to users. In this instance the concept is a round-theclock emergency service.

Separate Contractor
A separate contractor is an attractive option in
many ways.

The task can be delineated for competitive

bidding, and a number of qualified firms exist that are
capable of handling a technical operation of this
nature.

A contractor can offer the salaries needed to

attract senior assessment personnel and compensate for
the inconveniences of shift work and odd hours asso
ciated with emergency responses.
This alternative follows the normal pattern for
government commercialization.

Both the government and

LLL have strong obligations to turn the job over to pri
vate industry if at all practicable.

This practice is

consistent with well established government-industry
relationships for developed technology.

For example,

the goals and guidelines contained in Energy Research
and Development Administration Report 76-1

emphasize

the preemptive role of private industry in the diffusion
phase of new energy technology.

Generally, the commer

cialization programs of the government in the energy
fields stop with the demonstration phase.

In other
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areas of technology, the government agencies have tradi
tionally left to private industry the application of new
technology unless developed specifically for government
programs.

The electric utility industry is particularly

sensitive to the issue of additional government services
for the private sector.

The separate contractor solu

tion would likely appeal to nuclear power utilities who
would be the clients of the ARAC service.
Another alternative suggested is for the E. 'rtric
Power Research Institute (EPRI), located at Palo Alto,
California, to supervise the contract.

This organiza

tion oversees a large research and development program
on behalf of many of the nation's electric utilities.
These utilities pay assessments to fund the Institute
budget, and this arrangement could be extended to fund
the ARAC needs.

Finding
This analysis suggests that a new and separate con
tractor is the best solution for operating the central
facility.

However, the separate contractor would need

reinforcement in three areas:

(1) general scientific

support, (2) updating of the atmospheric computer codes
and (3) availability of several large scientific com-
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puters.

These functions can be performed by LLL or

perhaps by another major atmospheric research center.

Organization and Staffing

What organization and staffing are needed for a
fully operating ARAC central facility?

Chapter II contains a discussion of the modern,
neoclassical, and classical theories of organization.
Each of these theories is pertinent to the organization
and staffing proposed for ARAC.

The ARAC as a System
ARAC viewed as a system is depicted in Figure 3.
The component parts of the system are the weather ser
vices, the computer center, the central facility and the
serviced sites.

The central facility serves as the

focal point for data acquisition, assessments, and com
munications (see Figure 4 ) .

Mini-computers at the sites

and at the central facility receive, store, and display
site environmental data together with any other site
message transmitted to the central facility on a sche
duled four hour basis.

In case of emergency, the cen

tral facility can obtain updated information more

Computer
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National
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Service

Nucleai
Licensees

ARAC
Center
State and
Local
Officials

Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

FIGURE 3.

ARAC System.
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ARAC Central Facility located at Lawrence Livermore Laboratory.
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frequently from the site.

These site data, in conjunc

tion with other meteorological information, are then
used as data for the regional assessments,

within ten

minutes after notification of the release, the central
facility can provide a trajectory estimate of the plume
centerline.

In about 35 minutes the ARAC regional dose

contours would be available to the sites.

In addition

to the transmission of advisories to the sites, parallel
information could be provided to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission and responsible state and local officials.
It is emphasized that the operating role of ARAC
in the network is advisory to responsible officials at
the utility site.

Also ARAC can provide the same infor

mation products to state and local officials or the
Commission staff.

In the event that a nuclear accident

creates hazards beyond the plant boundary, the matter
becomes a public concern.

Each utility is required to

plan in advance how to notify and work with state and
local officials in handling such an accident.
All of the parts of ARAC are interdependent and the
whole system works by virtue of effective, computerized
information flow.

In the handling of emergency situa

tions, all components of the system come into play and
must be considered essential in providing timely and
accurate advisories to the site.

A considerable degree
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of initiative is required of all individuals working
toward the goal of providing maximum assistance to the
site,

in the process the central facility performs the

role of "collateral broker," making use of expertise
both within and outside of the ARAC organization.

The

ability to diagnose and prescribe for each differing
situation is essential.

Motivational Aspects
The personnel assigned to ARAC are affected by
cognitions, perceptions, and beliefs, and function as a
total human organism with a network of interacting
roles.

ARAC is a system which succeeds or fails depend

ing upon how well the people involved are motivated
towards the two goals - service and emergency response.
A dominant theme in ARAC is that the system provides a
service in the form of advisories upon which responsible
officials at the site of the emergency can base deci
sions and actions.

The second theme is that ARAC may

respond to an incident which may be either a human
catastrophe or a routine matter.
tell the difference at the outset.

It is often hard to
Hence, to emphasize

organizational structure for ARAC is misleading; so much
depends upon individual initiative and team relation
ships.

The current prototype staffing succeeds in
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responding effectively with a minimum of organization
structure.

Each project member knows the system and the

goals; much flexibility and motivation are the results.
The human behavioral aspects of performance under
stress conditions are important in the ARAC system.
Studies have shown a variety of responses to stress in
emergency situations.

It is important that ARAC be

staffed with persons who have proven comptetence under
.-.•mergency conditions.

Central Facility Staffing
The classical theory of organization leads to a
specific organization design for the central facility.
The recommended organization and staffing presented in
Figure 5 is essentially a "tall" organization structure
suitable as a framework for personnel assignment.

The

primary basis is functional and provides for a division
of responsibilities among those sections containing
workers with like vocations and each headed by a super
visor with the same specialty as his section.

The sys

tems section has cognizance of the operation of the
highly specialized equipment involved in ARAC, including
maintenance of hardware and software and enhancement of
capabilities.

The assessment section integrates the

'•Ikle, Fred C , Social Impact of Bomb Destruction,
University of Oklahoma Press, Norman, Oklahoma, 1958.
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efforts of the others in formulating the information
products of the system.

The operations section coor

dinates the meteorological inputs to the assessments.
Each section supervisor has a reasonable span of control
for a technical operation.

The three sections are cen

trally controlled by a director with secretarial sup
port.

The director has an assistant for training and

liaison with the serviced sites.

This functional struc

ture must have the flexibility to operate in round-theclock shifts with representation from each section on a
shift.

As work load may vary in each shift, additional

staff may be called during emergency responses.
It is assumed that this ARAC organization will have
a parent organization upon which to depend for adminis
trative and supply functions.

The selection of an oper

ator for the central facility will dictate the parent
organization.
Two additional groupings are linked to this tech
nical organization:
review board.

a scientific support group and a

Neither one is directly under the control

of the director.

The scientific support group would be

a part of the research facility having responsibility
for maintaining the computer codes with the ARAC central
facility.

As noted in the prior technology transfer

discussion, updating and improving the regional atmo-
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spheric codes require a depth of knowledge and experi
ence available only in research organizations with high
specialized work in this area.

Also the ARAC will need

assistance in the areas of advanced meteorological
assessments and physical interpretations of source
materials involved in any particular emergency.
The function of the review board is that of overall
quality assurance and requires further explanation.

The

current government regulations for nuclear power plants
require that each utility emergency plan describe the
assessment actions intended for a number of specified
emergency classifications.

That description "should

give reasonable assurance that the magnitude of releases
of radioactive materials can be determined, that the
magnitude of any resulting radioactive contamination can
be determined, that projected exposure to persons onsite
and offsite can be estimated, and that emergency action
levels specified can be determined, all in a timely
manner."

Such an assessment would require informa

tion both from actual monitoring and surveillance
instruments and from calculated estimates.

ARAC would

contribute to the accuracy, timeliness, and completeness
of the calculated estimates.

llbid.
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It would appear that any utility evaluating the
potential of using ARAC would seek to know the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission position on ARAC as this would be
a critical factor in the licensing evaluation.

While

the Commission is sponsoring a feasibility study of
applying ARAC to licensees, there is no present answer
to the question of what evaluation the Commission will
place upon ARAC.

There are three obvious alternatives

to consider.
1.

Make no specific change in the current guid
ance.

This would leave the evaluation of an

ARAC service entirely up to the utility.

The

Commission would presumably consider the
totality of the utility assessment capability
including the ARAC.
2.

Require some ARAC-like capability.

This would

allow the utility to subscribe to ARAC or to
seek, other ways to obtain the regional scale
assessments.

The Commission would then again

evaluate whatever alternatives the utility
adopts.
3.

Require the utility to use the ARAC system.
This then gives the utility no alternative and
puts the Commission in the position of being a
direct sponsor of ARAC.
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The ARAC service should undergo continual evalua
tion by industry and government as to its worth in an
emergency.

This evaluation function suggests the need

for an organizational mechanism to provide the oversight
and insure that government and industry interests are
executed in the ARAC system.

The organization might be

in the form of a periodic reviewing body, or even a
board of directors.

The exact nature of the body would

depend upon the alternative role which the Commission
chooses to take.

Finding
An organization and staffing suitable for the ARAC
central facility is based primarily upon the classical
theory of organization.

ARAC can operate most effec

tively in the context of an integrated system with a
staff motivated by the crucial nature of the service and
emergency response.

Site Facility Aspects

What is required to establish ARAC at a utility
site?
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Each nuclear reactor site is required to have emer
gency response plans for handling atmospheric releases
of radionuclides.

Federal regulations prescribe the

instrumented monitoring networks and also a means of
predicting protective action needs during an emergency.
Each nuclear plant is different and fulfills the obliga
tions under the regulation in a way consistent with the
local geography and plant design.

A typical environ

mental monitoring program for a nuclear reactor site is
described in Appendix C.

Examination shows that this

monitoring program is similar to those conducted at the
nuclear handling sites which are part of the present
ARAC prototype system.

Steps to Establish ARAC Service
To establish ARAC service at a utility site
requires a series of actions.

Orientation and Proposal
The introduction of ARAC to a site usually requires
presentation of a cost-benefits evaluation of joining
the system.

Typical ARAC-related costs for a site are

listed in Table 2.
The primary benefit is the improved predictive
capabilities which ARAC would provide in the event of
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TABLE 2.
INCREMENTAL COSTS FOR A TYPICAL
ARAC SITE FACILITY

(in FY80 K?)

One Time Costs:
Capital Equipment
Localizing and software

. . . 50
75

Recurring Costs
Site annual operating expense

10

Annual Share in ARAC operations
related costs after FY 1980
If 100 sites

25

If 150 sites

17

If 200 sites

12.5

Note:

These costs do not include those for establishing
and operating a monitoring network.
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an accidental atmospheric release.

The more routine

services which ARAC performs are also important,

it has

been found that two presentations are normally required
- one for management and one for the technical personnel
involved in site environmental aspects.
A proposal is normally presented which outlines in
detail the nature, content, and costs of the ARAC ser
vice, and the obligations of the site,

upon acceptance

of the proposal and completion of contractual arrange
ments, the installation can proceed.

Buying of Equipment and Software
The procurement of the capital equipment (see
Figure 6) takes three to six months, depending upon the
bidding process and delivery schedules.

For the soft

ware the manufacturer normally requires agreements
limiting its usage for specific purposes.

Maintenance

contracts are also negotiated at this time, and the
necessary communication equipment is purchased or
leased.

Customization
The equipment is installed so as to be compatible
with the existing environmental monitoring network
including the meteorological tower.

The interface

FIGURE 6.

Equipment used in the ARAC site facility
hardware and minicomputer.

graphic display, interface
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specifications are contained in Appendix D.

The site

software is installed with site specific features
including digitized geographic maps, selection options
and software interfaces for the monitoring network.
Data bases, such as demography and source term, are pre
pared and the most useful format for the assessment
advisories is identified.

Any special needs of the site

are considered.

Training and Liaison
Site personnel are familiarized with the numerical
model output and provided training in interpreting
advisories.

An orientation at the central facility

is normally included.

A series of tests is scheduled

to check the data acquisition and communication systems
as well as the performance of the staff.

Continued

liaison then becomes vital to assure the effectiveness
of the service at all times.

Evaluation of the Prototype Sites
In order to evaluate the performance of.ARAC at the
site, a questionnaire was directed to officials at the
three working prototype sites now in existence.

The

lLawver, B. S. and R. C. Orphan, "Operator's
Guide, ARAC Site Facility," Lawrence Livermore Labora
tory Report UCID-17490, July 13, 1977.

TABLE 3
Paraphrased Summary of ARAC Prototype Site Responses

Savannah River
Plant

Rocky Flats Plant

Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory

i; Cost of site
environmental
monitoring
system.

$1.2 million/year.

$2 million total.

$550,000 total.

2) Cost of operat
ing ARAC site
facility.

$10,000/year.

$10,000/year.

$25,000-35,000/year.

3) Specific bene
fits.

Backup for SRP
emergency system.

Immediate close-in
data.

Assists in fire
emergency calls.

4) Site facility
performance.

Satisfactory.

Very adequate.

Now at potential.

About the same.

Both valuable.

Both important.

Display of geo
graphy users
manual-record of
phone calls.

Round-the-clock
staffing - reduced
response time improve map data
transmission.

Users manual monthly summaries
of routine release
data.

Query

5) Relative value
of local vs.
regional assess
ments.
6) Suggested
improvements.

TABLE 3 (Cont'd)
Savannah River
Plant

Rocky Flats Plant

Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory

7) Advisory format.

Need manual for
interpretation.

Need dose commitments.

Okay,

8) Communication
effectiveness.

Good,

No problem.

Need for respon
sibility.

9) Value of annual
meeting.

Mandatory,

Valuable - but
needs annual eval
uation.

Very interesting,

Query
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questionnaires and the responses are contained in Appen
dix E and F.

A summary of the results is contained in

Table 3.
The following observations are based upon the site
responses to the questionnaire:
1.

Cost of site environmental monitoring system.
The Savannah River Plant which covers about 300
square miles has a multi-million dollar moni
toring system.

The LLL which covers about

three square miles has a monitoring system
costing about $.5 million.

Most nuclear power

plants would have systems intermediate in
scale.
2.

Cost of operating ARAC site facility.

Th •

operating ARAC costs at the site are small com
pared to the operating costs for the tot
monitoring system.

L

The proportion varies from

1% for Savannah River Plant to about 5J for
LLL.

However, these costs do not include a pro

rata share of central facility costs and the
initial equipment and installation costs, which
are all now carried by the Department of
Energy.

A nuclear power plant would have to

bear the latter costs.
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3.

Specific benefits.

It is noteworthy that

peripheral ARAC services are mentioned as
specific benefits although the emergency
response is the primary justification.

Nuclear

power plants also may find the routine ARAC
services of much value and an aid in justifying
installation of the site facility.
4.

Site facility performance.

Despite initial

problems in getting the site facility operat
ing, all three sites report the present per
formance as satisfactory.
5.

Relative value of local vs. regional assess
ments.

All sites found both assessments of

value.

The central facility provides only the

regional assessments; the local assessment is
done by the site facility.
6.

Suggested improvements.

All of the reported

suggestions are under consideration by the ARAC
management.

In particular, round-the-clock

staffing of the central facility is planned for
FY. 19U0; but must yet be approved by the
Department of Energy.
7.

Advisory format.

Two sites suggest the need

for means of interpreting the concentration
contours presently transmitted.

The need for
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presentation in the form usable to non-techni
cal personnel can be inferred.
8.

Communication effectiveness.

No great problems

are cited.
9.

Value of annual meeting.

The concept of an

annual meeting of site representatives with
ARAC system managers is universally accepted.
The first such meeting is schedule for July,
1978.

Finding
The responses from the prototype ARAC sites suggest
that the current system is a workable prototype upon
which an expanded ARAC system can be based.

Cost - Benefit Analysis

What are the benefits and costs associated with
several ARAC options to service a large number of
nuclear power reactors?

The previous options compared in this study evolved
from the question of who should operate the central
facility.

For those alternatives, costs would vary

little because the equipment and staffing costs would be
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about the same regardless of who operates the central
facility.

However there are other ways of designing the

ARAC system which would result in large cost differen
tials.

It is instructive to examine the merits of these

other specific options which are defined as follows:
Option I - Unified ARAC service.

This option is

based upon the present ARAC prototype system pro
viding the framework for a greatly expanded system
for the nuclear power industry.

Existing facili

ties and equipment would be used, and costs shared
between the Department of Energy and the nuclear
power industry.
Option II - A dual ARAC service.

In this option

two independent ARAC systems are assumed - one is
the existing prototype system and the other is a
separate but similar system established for the
nuclear power industry.
Option III - Regional ARAC service.

This option

is similar to Option II in that a separate ARAC
system for the nuclear power industry is assumed.
In addition, the nuclear power industry would spon
sor four ARAC regional concentrators that primarily
improve the overall communications.

These regional

centers could have a limited capability to display
data.
Figure 7 illustrates the options.
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Option I - Unified ARAC Service

DOE
Nuclear
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_
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Option III - Regional ARAC Service

Nuclear Power Plants
FIGURE 7.

Diagram of the ARAC Options Compared in the
Cost-benefit Analysis.
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Each of these options assumes that equally effec
tive service will be provided to some 150 nuclear power
reactor sites.

The investment in ARAC components at

each site would be roughly the same under the different
options although the sites may differ considerably in
the overall emergency systems installed.

Consequently,

the costs for each option differ primarily because of
the investment in
interfaces.

central facility and related

Table •> cites incremental costs for the

three options.

Facility Costs
Facility costs are based upon the existing building
constructed for the LLL central facility with $170,000
of general plant funds in FY1976.

This building is a

three-unit noncombustible trailer complex (30 x 52 feet)
with air conditioning to provide proper temperatures for
mini-computer equipment.

Approximate component con

struction costs were:
1.

Engineering design and inspection

2.

Construction and installation
Improvement to land

$25,000

7,000

3-unit trailer complex with

130,000

Electric utilities
3.

Standard equipment

8,000
Total

$170,000
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TABLE 4.
Incremental Costs for ARAC Central Facility to
Service 150 Nuclear Power Sites.

(in FY80 K$)

Option I
(Unified)

Option II
(Dual)

Option III
(Regional)

Facilities (building)

-

300

600

Capital Equipment

-

275

415

Annual Operating
Manpower

585

1170

1170

Computer Charges

600

1200

1200

Communications

100

100

60

Equipment
Maintenance

60

60

120

1345

2530

2550

TOTAL

Note:

Site facility costs are listed in Table 2.
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Associated offices and work laboratory area in
nearby trailers cost $60,000 for a grand total of
$230,000.
dollars.

This would approximate $300,000 in FY1980
I
Trailers are a minimal quality facility but

would permit operation by FY1980.

A permanent building

would cost about $1,000,000.
Option I assumes that the existing facility is
adequate, and no additional costs for building would be
required.

Option II assumes an additional facility com

parable to that now at LLL.

Option ill would require

concentrator facilities at four separate locations plus
the central facility.
Capital Equipment
Capital equipment costs also are based upon the
actual installation at the LLL central facility esti
mated in terms of FY1980 dollars.

Manpower
Manpower costs are cited for the 18 employee staff
indicated in the organization section.

For Option I,

these costs would be shared between the two networks.
Personnel costs are based upon LLL rates for in-house
work and including overhead.

%r,
Computer Charges
Computer charges are based upon rented time for
Control Data Corporation 7600 machine with typical
peripheral equipment usage.
of those from other agencies.

Ll.h rates are about half
The stand-alone 7600 for

ARAC may cost $7.5-8 million if purchased; however the
ARAC reliability requirements for around-the-clock
response are such that a single machine would be inade
quate for the purpose.

Communication
Communication costs are based upon off-site dialing
by sites to a toll-free flat-rate system at the'central
facility (similar to the code 800 commercial usage).
Costs for National Weather Service meteorological inputs
are about $10,000/year.

Equipment Maintenance
Equipment maintenance costs are estimated at five
percent of total operating costs.

Benefits
A summary of the benefits foreseen for each option
follows:
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Option I:
•

Additional sites are tied to a system already
tested and proven.

•

Experienced staffing is available to start the
augmented service and to train additional
staff.

•

Flexibility and continuity are preserved for
handling a transfer of emergency response capabi1i ties.

•

The advantages of the Air For^e Global Weather
Central (AFGWC) service are already available
by special arrangement.

This service gives

round-the-world meteorological inputs.
Option II:
•

Building of a new system would permit some
design improvements.

•

Private utilities may desire a separate system
outside the government.

Option III:
•

Decentralization has an advantage for redun
dancy and reliability in emergency response.

•

Communications are simplified and cost less.

•

Regional servicing has political appeal.
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Finding
Option I has a pronounced advantage from a cost
viewpoint; the case for Option II or Option III depends
upon other benefits which includes political considera
tions.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

In performing this project, the author selected a
series of evaluation questions pertinent to the manage
ment and implementation of the application of ARAC to
nuclear power plants.

The previous chapter reviewed

arguments and established findings concerning these
questions.

This chapter will focus upon the conclusions

and implications resulting from these findings.

In

addition, the results of the review procedure cited in
Chapter III are sununarized, and recommendations are pre
sented.

Conclusions

Each evaluation question will be examined in turn.
Can the ARAC technology developed at LLL be
successfully transferred for broad application to
the nuclear power industry?

A number of technologies are used in the current
prototype ARAC system.

Communications, meteorological

assessment, data base handling, and mini-computers are
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all component areas which can apply to the nuclear power
industry across the board.

But the most difficult tech

nology to transfer is that concerned with the regional
transport and diffusion codes.
exist.

Two major constraints

First, the codes themselves are rarely static

and require frequent updating on generic computers to
be of most value.

Second, the availability of suitable

large capacity scientific computers is limited.

One

stand-alone computer would not provide sufficient reli
ability in handling emergency releases.
It is therefore concluded that the ARAC technology
can be successfully transferred for broad application to
the nuclear power industry, but special consideration
must be given to the regional atmospheric transport and
diffusion codes.

Who should operet-.e the ARAC central facility?

Three alternatives for operating the ARAC central
facility are by a government agency, by LLL, or by a new
and separate contractor.

Each would have some advan

tages and some limitations.

Full government operation

is logical for handling the emergency aspects of ARAC
responses, but the most direct government agency
involved is a regulatory rather than an operating
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agency.

LLL has the expertise to extend the ARAC sys

tem, but its primary mission is to conduct research
activities.

The new and separate contractor option is

consistent with current government policies and prac
tices with respect to energy technology transfer, and
should be acceptable to the utilities.

However, the

difficulty of transfer of the transport and diffusion
codes and access to computers rem ins.
It is concluded thp.t the expanded ARAC system
should be operated by a new and separate contractor, but
LLL (or an equivalent research organization) should mon
itor the atmospheric codes and provide access to the
high capacity computers.

What organization and staffing are needed for a
fully operating ARAC central facility?

For the central facility an organizational struc
ture and staffing are proposed as indicated in Figure
5.

When ARAC is considered as a system consisting of

the central facility, the outside services, the utility
sites and responsible state and local officials, each
component part is vital to the overall functioning.
Working together and communicating on a routine and
emergency basis underpin effectiveness and efficiency
of the system.

The success or failure of an expanded
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ARAC will depend upon how well the staff is motivated
by the service and emergency response required by the
mission.

Organization structure can be overemphasized

in responding to emergency situations.
It is concluded that the organization and staffing
cited in Figure 5 are an adequate basis for functional
and shift assignments; however, system and motivational
aspects must be considered for effective response to
emergency situations.

What is required to establish ARAC at a utility
site?

The steps required to establish ARAC service are
orientation and proposal, buying of equipment and soft
ware, customization, and training and liaison.

An eval

uation of the three existing prototype site facilities
was conducted using a questionnaire technique.

From the

responses, the following observations are made:
•

The costs of the ARAC site facility are small
compared to the costs of the site environmental
monitoring system.

•

The ARAC site facility has provided specific
benefits at each location in spite of its
limited range of operation as a prototype.
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•

The ARAC site facilities are performing well
although all have experienced some difficulty
in getting established.

•

The value of the regional assessment which is
unique to the central facility is well estab
lished.

The monitoring and response problems at nuclear
power plants parallel those tested at sites in the ARAC
prototype system.

With the increased number of sites

serviced, the ability to handle several simultaneous
emergencies would become especially important.
It is concluded that the prototype ARAC site
facilities are a suitable basis upon which an ARAC
system for the nuclear power industry can be founded.

What are the benefits and costs associated with
several ARAC options to service a large number of
nuclear power plants?

Three options were considered - Option I (a single
unified ARAC), Option II (a dual ARAC), and Option III
(a regional ARAC).
In considering costs, this perspective is noted.
In 1977, 66 nuclear power plants provided about 10 per
cent of the U.S. electrical energy output.

By 1985, an

additional 75 nuclear power plants are either planned
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or under construction.

This total nuclear generating

capacity may provide about 20 per cent of the U.S.
electrical demand.

The capital investment for this

industry would then approximate $75 billion.

Enhancing

the emergency planning and response of these plants
justifies a consider-jle investment.

The ARAC options

defined in Chapter III would at most cost on the order
of S2 million in plant and equipment and $4 million in
annual operating costs.

The one-time plant and equip

ment costs are hardly significant in the context of a
$75 billion industry.

The nuclear power utilities may

perceive advantages to sponsoring the ARAC syscem inde
pendent of the Department of Energy requirements.
It is concluded that, while costs clearly favor
Option I, other benefits may justify selection of Option
II and III.

Implications

The above findings and conclusions provide a basis
for considering the means of managing and implementing
an ARAC system suitable for the nuclear power industry.
^-President'Carter 's National Energy Plan, Detailed
White House Report, Bureau of National Affairs, Inc.,
April 29,' 1977.
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The analysis by no means covers all the pertinent fac
tors; however, this study identifias major questions and
provides preliminary answers to them.

The results of

this study should be useful to the officials at the
nuclear utilities who may wish to consider implementing
an ARAC service.

Further, government officials at

federal, state, and local levels may find the project
useful in planning future nuclear safety aspects.
The likelihood of a large scale accident at a
nuclear power plant and the extent of the hazards that
may result are not completely understood in a technical
sense.

The public is presented conflicting arguments

from proponents and critics of nuclear power.

In the

event of a large-scale accident, certainly the public
and the media will want to have as complete information
as possible concerning the extent of the hazards and the
progress of recovery.

The ARAC can serve an important

function in providing utility spokesmen and government
officials with a basis for keeping the media and con
cerned citizen groups informed.
ARAC is a versatile concept that has utility beyond
that considered in this project.

For example, the

ability of ARAC to provide useful assistance for acci
dents involving nuclear materials during transportation
between sites is already proven in several events.

ARAC
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was used in analysis of the potential hazard" from the
Soviet COSMOS satellite reentry.

Also the use of ARAC

for handling accidents involving chemicals or gases
other than radionuclides has been validated.

All of

these extend the potential of ARAC in situations requir
ing a system approach different from that used for fixed
sites.

Results of the Project Evaluation

This project was submitted to a panel of reviewers
on June 2, 1978.

The reviewers were selected primarily

on the basis of responsibility or experience with the
project.

Most reviewers participated in some way in the

development of ARAC and are quite familiar with its
operation.

The selection of others was made to obtain a

balance of varying viewpoints relating to similar pro
jects.

The reviewer responses to an evaluation ques

tionnaire are summarized in Table 5.
In the review process a number of issues were
identified as worthy of additional study.

All of these

topics were discussed at least in part in Chapter III.
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TABLE 5
Project Evaluation
Summary of Reviewer Responses to Questionnaire
Scores are based on a scale of 1 (low) to 4 (high) .
Category

Average Score

Accuracy of information

3.7

Adequacy of information
1. Technology transfer
2. Central facility operator
3. Organization and staffing
4. Site facility aspects
5. Cost-benefit analysis

2.9
3.1
3.6
3.4
2.3

Excess of information

1.6

Soundness of findings

3.0

Role of State and Local Officials
For radiation hazards outside the plant boundary,
state and local officials have a special responsibility
in a nuclear accident.

Some authorities suggest that

ARAC service for nuclear power plants should be of
secondary importance to providing advice to other
government officials.

The division of responsibilities

between plant and government officials is often ill
defined and deserves more detailed analysis on a stateby-state basis.
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ARAC Potential in the Total Nuclear Fuel Cycle
This project is largely concerned with the role of
ARAC in a nuclear power plant accident.

The value of

ARAC in handling routine atmospheric emissions and dur
ing transportation incidents is undeniable.

A more

thorough examination of the impact of these additional
applications is in order.

Publicity and Education
A number of reviewers suggest that the potential
of ARAC is not well recognized - especially in the
nuclear utility industry.

The existing publications and

reports do not fit well the needs of utility management
for considering application of ARAC.

The potential of

ARAC also should be of interest to the media and con
cerned citizens.

Additional publicity and education

could be a function of both government and private
industry.

Recommendations

1.

That LLL study the prospective role of the labora
tory in applying ARAC to nuclear power plants, and
specifically:
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•

Identify in detail the means of easing the
technology transfer of the ARAC system to a new
and separate contractor for the central facil
ity.

•

Consider how to monitor another contractor in
maintaining the computer codes and providing
scientific support for assessmer.t activities.

•

Determine the ways and means of providing
redundancy in applying ARAC for multiple pur
poses to many sites and situations.

That the Department of Energy study the impact on
planned nuclear site services in view of alterna
tive roles of the ARAC system for nuclear power
plants.
That the Nuclear Regulatory Commission study the
overall need for and means of implementing an ARAC
system for nuclear power plants, and specifically:
•

Consider the regulatory revisions to implement
an appropriate role for ARAC with the nuclear
utilities.

•

Examine the alternative ways for sponsoring and
funding application of ARAC with nuclear
licensees.

•

Form an information plan to assist utilities
and the public in evaluating what ARAC can do.
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•

-ermine means of insuring standards of per
formance of ARAC system.

4.

That the nuclear power utilities consider the
potential of ARAC in terms of costs and benefits

at specific

sites.

APPENDIX A

LISTING OF ARAC RESPONSES AND TESTS
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ARAC RESPONSES AND TESTS
DATE

EVENT TYPE

EVENT AND RESPONSE

May 1974

Savannah River Plant
Tritium Release

Transmitted SRP wind data to SRL and
calculated Gaussian estimates of con
centration. Also provided estimates
of uptake in vegetation based on LLL
release in 1970.

June 11, 18,
20, 1974

LLL/Savannah River
Laboratory

Three real-time 4 hour tests using
^-Ar as tracer. ARAC model calcula
tions and measurements conducted simul
taneously and compared in real-time.

Dec. 10, 1975

LLL/Savannah River
Laboratory

Real-time 12 hour test using lAr and
SF6 as tracers out to 80 km. ARAC
model calculations and measurements
were conducted simultaneously and com
pared in real-time.

Dec. IB, 1975

LLL/Savannah River
Laboratory

Real-time 4 hour test using M-At as a
tracer. .^RAC model calculations were
made for 2 hrs and measurements for 4
hrs. No real-time comparison.

Dec. 19, 1975

LLL/Savannah River
Laboratory

Real-time 8 hr test using A r and
SF6 as tracers. SFg was turned on
for four hours to simulate a real
release. Wind switched and we were
still able to direct sampling aircraft
into plume via ARAC model calculation.

4

4

4 1

DATE

EVENT TYPE

EVENT AND RESPONSE

Mar. 1976

LLL/Savannah River
Laboratory

Simulated release of H2S. Performed
ARAC model calculations for 2 hours and
transmitted results to SRL.

Oct. 19, 1976

LLL/Rocky Flats Plant
RFP Test

Simulated Pu and inert gas release.
ARAC model calculations were made out
to five hours after release and results
sent to RFP.

Hov. 19-26,
1' '6

Atmospheric Nuclear Test

Provided dose calculations to FAA for
passengers and crews flying on SST's
across the North Atlantic.

Mar. 15, 1977

Weapon Accident Test

Simulated a weapons accident in Europe
to test AFGWC response. Ran Gaussian
and ARAC model calculations for one
time period.

Mar. 31, 1977

Train Accident

Train accident involving UFg occurred
at Rockingham, NC. we were called by
SRL to respond, we estimated air con
centrations via Gaussian and ARAC
models. ORNL confirmed that the con
tainers were not breached so ARAC was
turned off.

Apr. 28, 1977

LLL Test

Simulated accident at Site 300 where
Pu was involved. Exercised site
facility and provided Gaussian esti
mates of air concentration and deposi
tion.

DATE

EVENT TYPE

EVENT AND RESPONSE

July 19, 1977

LLL/Savannah River
Laboratory

Conducted test using 41&r as a
tracer. Measurements were made out to
30 km downwind and compared to ARAC
model concentration calculations.
Report in progress.

Aug. 20, 1977

Department of Energy
Emergency Action Request

Supported Department of Energy during
Voyager II launch by providing estimate
of consequences associated with a low
probability launch pad accident result
ing in a release of Pu to the atmo
sphere.

Sep. 4-5, 1977

Department of Energy
Emergency Action Request

Supported Department of Energy during
Voyager I launch as stated abov^ for
Voyager II.

Sep. 17-23,
1977

Atmospheric Nuclear Test

Provided dose calculation for FAA for
passengers and crew flying on 747SP's
over the eastern Pacific.

Oct. 10, 1977

Tracer Test

Participated in the Department of
Energy MAP3S AMBIENS tracer experiment
by providing air concentration calcula
tions to project director using ARAC
transport and diffusion, models.

Jan. 23, 1978

Reactor Abnormality

Called by Department of Energy Hq. to
respond to accident at Fort St. Vrain
Nuclear Power Plant. Calculated doseto-adult and infant assuming
I was
released to the atmosphere.
1 3 1

g
*>

DATE

EVENT TYPE

EVENT AND RESPONSE
Final analysis showed that minor quan
tities escaped the filter system and
no health hazard existed for the
public.

Jan. 16Feb. 15, 1978

Satellite Reentry

Assisted Department of Energy in preand post-analysis of the COSMOS 954
satellite reentry. Calculations of air
concentration and deposition were pre
pared for different modes of destruc
tion as the satellite endured the
earth's atmosphere. These modes ranged
from high altitude burn-up at approxi
mately 180,000 ft. through burn-up in
the lower atmosphere to ground impact
and disintegration. Information on
possible cloud movements was also
requested to help locate areas for mak
ing air concentration measurements.

g
m
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CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED AIR QUALITY MODELS*

MODEL

SOURCE

TYPE

CDM

EPA
(UNAMAP)

Gaussian plume,
long term
(monthly sea
sonal, annual;
concentrations
from point and
area sources.

PTDIS

EPA
(UNAMAP)

Gaussian plume,
single point
source.

SPATIAL AND
TEMPORAL
SCALES/
RESOLUTIONS

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

Urban/regional,
1 km spatial
resolution,
annual or long
term temporal
resolution.

Ease and sim
plicity to
apply» minimal
computing time.

Assumes steady
state condi
tions, can't be
applied to
light winds,
rough terrain,
does not in
clude chemical
reactions.

Microscale,
point spatial
values, hourly
temporal reso
lution.

Easie and sim
plicity to
apply» mini
mal computing
time.

Assumes steady
state condi
tions, can't be
applied to
light winds,
rough terrain,
does not in
clude chemical
reactions.

2

iRosen, Leonard c., "A Review of Air Quality Modeling Techniques,' Lawrence
Livermore Laboratory Report UCID-17382, January 1977.

SOURCE

TYPE

SPATIAL AND
TEMPORAL
SCALES/
RESOLUTIONS

PTMAX

EPA

Gaussian plume,
maximum 10 min.
concentrations
from single
point source.

Microscale,
point spatial
values, 10 min.
temporal resolution.

Ease and simplicity to
apply, minimal computing
time.

Assumes steady
state condi
tions, can't be
applied to
light winds,
rough terrain,
does not in
clude chemical
reactions.

PTMPT

EPA
(UNAMAP)

Gaussian plume,
up to 30 recep
tors from
multiple point
sources.

Microscale,
point spatial
values, hourly
temporal reso
lution.

Ease and sim
plicity to
apply, minimal
computing time.

Assumes steady
state condi
tions, can't be
applied to
light winds,
rough terrain,
does not in
clude chemical
reactions.

Gaussian plume,
multiple area
source with
complex ter
rain.

urban/regional,
1 km^ or
greater spatial
resolution,
annual average
temporal reso
lution with

Handles area
source inven
tory economi
cally, ease
and simplicity,
little computer
time.

Assumes steady
state condi
tions, can't be
applied to
light winds,
does not in
clude chemical

MODEL

BAYMOD BAAPCD

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

MODEL

SOURCE

TYPE

SPATIAL AND
TEMPORAL
SCALES/
RESOLUTIONS

ADVANTAGES

statistical
frequency.

BAYMOD (Cont'd)

DISADVANTAGES
reactions.

Gaus BAAPCD
sian
Plume
Models

Has models on-line equivalent to EPA's UNAMAP series.

CPS

Gaussian plume,
single point
source.

Microscale,
point spatial
values, short
term (e.g.,
hourly)
temporal reso
lution.

Ease and Sim
plicity to
apply, mini
mal computing
time, handles
radioactive
source and
rough terrain.

Assumes steady
state condi
tions, does not
include chemi
cal reactions,
can't be
applied to
light winds.

Gaussian plume/
one-box area
source.

Urban/regional,
urban cell
size, hourly
temporal reso
lution.

Simple and
inexpensive.

Inability to
handle varia
bility of
physical and
meteorological
processes, re
active model
must be re
turned for each

LLL

Gifford ATDL
& Hanna

MODEL

SOURCE

TYPE

SPATIAL AND
TEMPORAL
SCALES/
RESOLUTIONS

ADVANTAGES

Gifford s
Hanna (Cont'd)

DISADVANTAGES
region, unable
to specify de
tail near large
point sources.

Rollback EPA
Appendix
J

Statistical

Urban/regional,
gives statisti
cal frequency.

Simple, easy to
use, inexpen
sive.

Unable to
handle varia
bility of phys
ical and mete
orological pro
cesses, approx
imate technique
not necessarily
transferable
to the variety
of sites and
meteorological
conditions.

Argonne ANL
National
Lab.

Gaussian puff.

Microscale
point source
and line source
values, hourly
temporal reso
lution.

Effective tool
for evaluating
selective tra
jectories.

Does not in
clude chem
istry, cannot
be applied to
rough terrain,
large number of
trajectories
require exten-

MODEL

SOURCE

TYPE

SPATIAL AND
TEMPORAL
SCALES/
RESOLUTIONS

ADVANTAGES

LIRAQ-1 LLL

LIRAQ-2 LLL

SAI

SAI

DISADVANTAGES
sive computer
time.

Argonne (Cont'd)

2-D finite
difference with
vertical pro
file.

Urban/regional,
1 km or
greater spatial
resolution, for
day and night
runs.

Incorporates
meteorological,
physical and
chemical pro
cesses into
model.

Requires exten
sive data in
put , needs
large, fast
computers,
limited chem
istry.

2-D finite
difference with
vertical pro
file, includes
chemical reac
tion network,
50 reactions
for 15 active
species.

Urban/regional,
1 km or
greater spatial
resolution,
for day and
night runs.

Incorporates
meteorological,
physical and
chemical pro
cesses into
model.

Requires exten
sive data in
put, large,
fast computers.

3-D finite
difference.

Urban/regional,
1 km or
greater spatial
resolution,
for 10 hour

Incorporates
meteorological,
physical and
chemical pro
cesses into

Requires exten
sive data in
put, large,
fast computers.

2

2

2

MODEL

SOURCE

TYPE

SAI (Cont'd)

SPATIAL AND
TEMPORAL
SCALES/
RESOLUTIONS

ADVANTAGES

daytime simu
lations.

model.

DISADVANTAGES

Shir
IBM
& Sheih

3-D finite
difference.

Urban/regional,
1 km or
greater spatial
resolution, 2
hour temporal
resolution.

Treats 3-D mass
continuity
equation.

Requires exten
sive data in
put/ need
large, fast
computer, does
not include
photochemistry,
vertical wind
direction as
sumed constant
with height.

DIFKIN GRC

2-D Lagrangian,
includes 16
chemical reac
tions.

Urban/regional,
1 km or
greater spatial
resolution,
hourly temporal
resolution.

Includes photo
chemistry,
effective tool
for evaluating
selected tra
jectories.

Horizontal dif
fusion neg
lected, lumpea
parameter chem
istry, costly
to run for
large number of
trajectories.

2

2

SPATIAL AND
TEMPORAL
SCALES/
RESOLUTIONS

ADVANTAGES

DISADVANTAGES

MODEL

SOURCE

TYPE

REM

PEC

3-D Lagrangian,
includes 33
chemical reac
tions.

Urban/regional,
1 km or
greater spatial
resolution,
hourly temporal
resolution.

Includes photo
chemistry,
effective tool
for evaluating
selected tra
jectories.

Simplification
of uniform mix
ing for one
vertical layer,
costly to run
for large num
ber of trajec
tories.

3-D PIC,
Lagrangian/
Eulerian.

Urban/regional,
1 km or
greater spatial
resolution,
hourly temporal
resolution.

Elimination or
reduction of
numerical dif
fusion, compre
hensive treat
ment of physi
cal and mete
orological pro
cesses, util
izes divergentfree, massconsistent wind
field model
(MATHEW)

Necessary to
track large
numbers of
particles to
adequately re
present trans
port, requires
extensive data
and large com
puters, appli
cable only to
non-reactive
or radiative
pollut-nts.

3-D PIC,
Lagrangian/
Eulerian in-

Urban/regional,
1 k m or
greater spatial

Reduction of
numerical dif
fusion, compre-

Necessary to
track large
numbers of par-

ADPIC

NEXUS

LLL

SSS

2

2

2

MODEL

SOURCE

NEXUS (Cont'd)

TYPE
eluding sim
plified
reaction net
work.

SPATIAL AND
TEMPORAL
SCALES/
RESOLUTIONS

ADVANTAGES

resolution,
hensive treathourly temporal raent of physiresolution.
cal and meteorological processes.

DISADVANTAGES
tides to adequately represent transport, requires
extensive data
and large com
puters, chem
istry inade
quate.

APPENDIX C
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING

1

An environmental monitoring program was initiated
around the Bellefonte Nuclear Plant site in January 1978
and will continue throughout plant operation.

In the

event of a nuclear emergency at the site these predesignated sampling locations will be utilized to the extent
practical in evaluating the radiological consequences
of the emergency in the environment.

Atmospheric Monitoring

The atmospheric monitoring network is divided into
three subgroups.

The two remote monitors are located

at distances out to 20 miles, six perimeter monitors out
to distances of 10 miles, and two local monitors located
on or near the site.

All monitors are equipped with

particulate and charcoal filters.

Each monitor has a

collection tray and storage container to collect rain
water and a horizontal platform that is covered with
•'•Extracted from Tennessee v.;iley Authority, Radio
logical Emergency Plan - Annex II, "Bellefonte Nuclear
Plant," January 13, 1978.
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gummed acetate to catch and hold heavy particle fallout.
Thermoluminescent dosimeters are used to record gamma
radiation levels at each remote and perimeter station.
Local monitors transmit data on airborne beta-gamma
levels into the plant by telemetry.

These stations will

be used to detect any significant airborne release from
BLNP while the remote monitors which are not instru
mented will monitor outlying populated areas.

Terrestrial Monitoring

1.

Milk is collected from selected farms within a 10mile radius of the plant.

2.

Soil samples are collected near each of the atmo
spheric monitoring stations.

Vegetation samples

are collected from the farms from which milk
samples are collected.
3.

Domestic public water supplies are sampled and
analyzed for radioactive content.

Well water is

sampled at an onsite observation well and a private
well upgradient from the plant.

Public water sup

plies at Scottsboro, Sand Mountain Water and Fire
Protection Authority, and widows Creek Steam Plant
are sampled.
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4.

Poultry and food crops are sampled and analyzed
during the summer growing season.

5.

Thermoluminescent dosimeters are placed at fifteen
stations around the plant near the plant boundary
and at the perimeter and remote air monitors to
determine the gamma exposure rat°s at these loca
tions.

Reservoir Monitoring

1.

Water for radiological samples are collected at
three stations on the Tennessee River.

2.

Fish are collected from three reservoirs and ana
lyzed for radioactive content.

Both commercial and

game species are collected.
3.

All phytoplankton and zooplankton caught with a net
(pore size, 80 microns) is analyzed for radioac
tivity.

Three stations are sampled during the sea

sons of plankton abundance.
4.

Sediment samples are collected from three dredge
hauls that are composited.

The dredge hauls are

taken from a random point at each station.
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5.

The flesh and shells of Asiatic clams are collected
from three sampling stations and analyzed for
radioactivity.

Additional Monitoring

In addition to the fixed monitoring stations out
lined in the above program, special monitoring teams
will be formed to survey the affected areas.

These

areas will be defined by use of meteorological, hydrological, and radiological data which are collected in
the Environmental Data Station.

Isodorie curves are also

furnished to assist in the evaluation.

Dose vs distance

and concentration vs distance curves have been pre
viously calculated for various release rates from the
plant and varying meteorological conditions.

APPENDIX 0
THE ARAC SITE SYSTEM INTERFACE
PRELIMINARY STUDY

1

Communication with ARAC Central

Communication with ARAC Central will take place
over the telephone dial-up network.

For reliability and

cost considerations both an FTS (Federal Telecommunica
tions System) line and a public utility line (Bell,
General, etc.) will be needed.

If both cannot be

installed, an FTS line is preferred over a public
utility line because of cost.
If both lines are physically brought to the com
puter, two each Bell 202C 1200 Baud datasets (or equiva
lent) and two each Bell 801A1 automatic calling units
(or equivalent) shall be installed.

These units must

have EIA RS-232-C standard interfaces.

If the FTS sys

tem can be dialed from the public utility, only the
public utility line need be installed up to the computer
and only one of each of the items above need be
installed.

ln

A R A C Procedures Manual," May 25, 1977 (unpub
lished) .
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It is essential that these lines not go through any
manual switchboard since if an operator picks up the
line the call will not be completed properly thus
requiring the ARAC system to replace the call and
retransmit the data.

In the worst case, the operator

could completely disrupt communications.

The implica

tions of the above are that special lines may have to
be installed which are distinct from the normal site
telephone system.

This also may require installation of

dial locks to prevent unauthorized use of the telephone
handsets which are part of the 202C.

Communication with the Meteorological
and Radiological Sensors

Preferred Scheme
The computer will contain any asynchronous (start/
stop) 20 milliampere receiver similar to that used for
receiving teletype signals.

It will receive signals at

any of the rates given below:
100 Baud

(2 stops)

150 Baud

(1 stop)

300 Baud

(1 stop)

1200 Baud

(1 stop)

The data transmitted from the sensor system digitizer
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shall consist of one or two characters depending on the
accuracy and resolution required for the particular
sensor.

Each character shall have 8 data bits.

The analog data from the sensors shall be digitized
to the following accuracies:
Wind direction
Wind speed
Temperature
Radiological

.2%
1%
.2%

9 bits

0-540°

7 bits

0-50 m/sec

9 bits

1%

-40°-+50°

7 bits

All values digitized shall be positive, 0 being the
smallest value, all l's being the highest.
A frame of data shall consist of a frame synchroni
zation character followed by a string of characters
carrying the binary data.

The frame synchronization

character must be unique so that the computer can recog
nize the start of a frame.

Hence the frame synchroniza

tion character shall consist of eight l's.

All other

characters shall be data characters and shall have the
most significant bit equal to zero.
below in Figures D-l and D-2.

This is illustrated

Because only 7 data bits

can be packed into a data character, if a value has more
than seven bits, it must be transmitted in two char
acters.

The first character shall contain the most

significant 7 bits of the data and the second character
shall contain the remaining bits left adjusted, i.e..
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Start LSB

MSE Stop

Mark
1 . 1

Space

FIGURE D-l.

1

1

1

1

1

1 .

Frame Synchronization Character (110 Baud)

Start LSB

MSB Stop

Mark
Space

FIGURE D-2.

0

0

o

1

1

1

0

0

Typical Data Character 0110100 (7 data
bits, 110 Baud)

unused bits are the low order bits of the character and
are set to zero.

N.B. the MSB of the character contain

ing the last significant bits must still be zero.
Therefore the left justification of the least signifi
cant bits is not completely left.

(See Figure D-3.)

A

typical frame is shownin Figure D-4.

Start
LSB

1

FIGURE D-3.

Stop Start
MSB
i

l

Stop
LSB

n

MSB
0

0

_o g j jo o o o o
Nine Bit Data Character 011010001, 110 Baud
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CHARACTER

VALUE
377

1

FUNCTION
Frame sync

2

0-177

Wind speed 1

3

0-177

Wind directioni 1 MSD

4

o-xxx

Wind directionI 1 LSD

5

0-177

Wind directioni 2 MSD

6

O-X

Wind directioni 2 LSD

7

0-177

Radiological 1

S

0-177

Temperature 1 MSD

9

0-X

Temperature 1 LSD

10

0-177

Wind speed 2

11

0-177

Temperature 2 MSD

12

O-X

Temperature 2 LSD

etc.
1

377

2

0-177

Frame sync
Wind speed 1

etc.

FIGURE D-4.

A Typical Frame Data-Set.

XXX = 0, 40, 100 or 140.
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Option
It may be more desirable to send all data as nine
bits and hence require two characters for every data
word.

This is acceptable provided that the frame rate

is maintained and standard data rates are maintained.
The rate shall be chosen from the standard rates and
mark time shall be added so that the frame rate shall
not be faster than one frame per five seconds nor slower
than one frame per ten seconds.

Example:

tains 47 data characters plus one
for a total of 48 characters.

a frame con

frame sync character

At 110 Baud (10 char

acters per second) this frame can be transmitted in 4.8
seconds.

At the end of the frame, the data transmitter

transmits a steady mark for .2 seconds to bring the
total frame time to 5 seconds.

The transmitter then

starts to transmit the frame sync character again.
A system may have as many as 16 channels each with
the characteristics described above.
It is incumbent upon the site personnel to transmit
to LLL a complete specification of each frame which it
expects to transmit detailing what each character in a
frame means since the software must be tailored to fit
the data.

Also included in this specification shall be

the rate and the number of stops (2 for 110 Baud, 1 for
all others).
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Physical Requirements

Dimensions
The site system consists of four separate pieces.
There is one cabinet which contains all of the computer
electronics.

There is in addition a TV-like monitor, a

free standing Printer/Plotter and a free standing tele
type-like device.

Only the TV monitor requires support

such as a table.

H

Size
W

D

WT

POWER

Cabinet

72 x 21 x 30

300

125V30A

Monitor

15 x 23 x 28

80

LA36 (Teletype)

33 x 28 x 24

100

Printer/Plotter

38 x 19 x 18

160

The cabinet contains enough power receptacles to handle
all of this equipment, therefore no additional power is
required beyond the cabinet power.

All of this equip

ment should be powered by the cabinet to assure a common
ground.
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Cables and Connectors

All cables for this equipment have been supplied
by the vendor and will be shipped with the equipment.
These cables include two EIA modem c?bles for con
nection to the 801-ACU and the 202C modem.
The power cord for the cabinet has a NEMA reference
L5-30P.

This is a 125V 30A plug.

•lire, two pole keyed plug.

This plug is a three

Changing of this plug may

be grounds for voiding any warranty which may be in
effect.
The site system interface will be connected to the
computer with a supplied optical coupler.

The coupler

will handle either active or passive 20MA current loop.
Active/Passive denote where the 20MA current is sup
plied.

The connector is an 8 pin "MATE-N-LOK."

We will

supply the connector to place on your twisted pair, or
equivalent.

Placement

The cables for all of this equipment are approxi
mately 15'.

The monitor and teletype should be placed
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in a very close proximity to each other.

They can also

be 5 to 10 feet away from the cabinet.
The printer/plotter has a power cord which is only
C feet long so to place it more than 5 feet from the
cabinet would require either an extension cord or an
additional 125V15A receptacle.

With an extension it can

be up to 15 feet from the cabinet.

There is no real

advantage or disadvantage to placing the printer near
the teletype and monitor.
The cabinet has service doors on all sides and
there should be 3 feet of clearance on all sides.

Cooling

The operating environment should be 10-40°C with
10-90% relative humidity.

This equipment dissipates

approximately 3000KWH of energy per hour as heat.

APPENDIX E

QUESTIONNAIRE SENT TO SITES
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May 1, 1978

Mr. John West
U. S. Department of Energy
Rocky Flats Area Office
P. 0. Box 928
Golden, CO 80401
Dear John:
This letter is to request your assistance in developing a section of
my project/thesis for a Masters of Arts in Management. The subject of my
project/thesis concerns the future administrative and management aspects
of the Atmospheric Release Advisory Capability (ARAC). In particular, I
would like to explore some of the ARAC site facility and LLL relationships
as they have historically occurred and may be improved.
A questionnaire is attached. Your completion of the answers and
return by May 15, X978 would be much appreciated. If you have further
comment prompted by these questions, that will be welcome also.
Marv Dickerson has concurred in my posing these questions.
you in advance for your cooperation.

Thank

Sincerely yours,

R:ftnard
Program
Atmospheric and Geophysical
Sciences Division
Physics Department
RC0:clm
Enclosure (1)
c:

M. H. Dickerson
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May 1, 1578

ARAC SITE QUESTIONS
What is the nature and approximate cost of your
environmental monitoring system?

What is the cost of ARAC to you?

What specific benefits has the ARAC facility pro
vided so far?

How is the ARAC site facility performing?

What is the relative value of local vs. regional
assessment?

What improvements can you envision?

When you use ARAC, are advisories in most usable
format?

How effective are our mutual communication and
liaison?

What value do you put on an annual meeting of site
reps?

APPENDIX F

RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE

Interdepartmental letterhead
MailSIationL
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May 15, 1978

TO:

R. C. Orphan

FROM:

J. H. White

SUBJECT: Response to ARAC Project/Thesis Questions
Enclosed are my responses to your ARAC questionnaire. In general, ARAC has
performed well in the areas used most frequently. After modifying the ex
isting system, the data from both LLL and Site 300 are now transmitted to
the Site Facility and then to the Central ARAC computer. In the near future
(within six months) Sandia Livermore will have a tower which will also be
incorporated into the ARAC system.
The only major area where I personally have some misgivings is in the area
of ARAC liason, sinre ARAC Central is located in Livermore. However, as
time goes on the line of responsibility is becoming more and more clear.
I would suggest developing an ARAC Directory of personnel involved with
ARAC Central and their responsibilities, and also containing the LLL ARAC
Site Facility personnel.
If you have any questions, please call me and we can discuss any area of
ARAC operations.

64oel H. White
Environmental Evaluations
Hazards Control
JHW:sc

I I I B UniversityotCalilomia
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ARAC SITE QUESTIONS
What is the nature and approximate cost of your
environmental monitoring system?
The Environmental Monitoring Program at LLL
includes sample collection and analyses from both
on-site and off-site areas, and coordinates the
meteorological support for ARAC. The overall pro
gram costs approximately $550,000 including equip
ment purchases.
What is the cost of ARAC to you?
Since the meteorological tower was purchased before
the advent of ARAC, and because the Site Facility
hardware and software were developed at LLL, these
initial charges have not been included in the
following estimates. Maintenance service, includ
ing special requests and 24-hour availability, will
cost approximately $15,000 per year; equipment
purchases will remain somewhat constant at $4000
per year excluding any major additions or system
modifications; and coordination of these efforts
will take an average of twenty percent time
(approximately $3000-5000 per year). The total
ARAC cost to LLL per year will be in the order of
$25,000, with an upper limit placed at $35,000.

What specific benefits has the ARAC facility pro
vided so far?
ARAC has provided meteorological data storage, con
centration dispersion curves for a radiological
release exercise, and meteorological data to assist
the responding firemen to emergency calls.
How is the ARAC site facility performing?
The ARAC Site Facility at LLL has been both excel
lent and very poor in performance. However, after
recent evaluations and reinstrumentation, the sys
tem now appears to be operating to its potential.
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What is the relative value of local vs. regional
assessment?
For the emergency calls received at the LLL Fire
Station the local assessments of wind speed and
wind direction are of immediate use to the respond
ing personnel. The location of LLL near a ridge
of hilly terrain and upwind of the San Joaquin
Valley make the regional assessment of utmost
importance in the event of radioactive or toxic
release. Also the proximity of a densely populated
area within 10 km of the Laboratory requires the
ability to assess the possible consequences quickly
and with confidence.
What improvements can you envision?
The basic improvements would be to provide a docu
ment describing the types of data available from
ARAC in fairly great detail. As an example, the
units on the isopleth lines would be helpful to
responding personnel unfamiliar with mett.rological
terminology. Also monthly summaries of the mete
orological data would be useful in determining
sampler locations for the routine monitoring pro
gram.
When you use ARAC, are advisories in most usable
format?
Since there has been a change in the LLL weather
system to include the data from Site 300, the
advisories format has been improved. The Oper
ator's Guide has been of great help to the many
different people who use ARAC each day.
How effective are our mutual communication and
liaison?
There is a need to develop much better organiza
tional and communications system between ARAC Cen
tral and ARAC Site Facility because of physical
proximity. Xn general the proper individual is
contacted for the problem to be resolved} however,
there are shortcuts taken. This tends to be detri
mental since the ARAC Site Facility Coordinator may
be overlooked by service personnel, and vice versa.
This problem can be simply alleviated by the con-
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struction of an ARAC Personnel Directory, with job
responsibilities of each position outlined.
9.

What value do you put on an annual meeting of site
reps?
The meeting of site representatives should be very
interesting from the viewpoint that experience is
the best teacher. The sites involved in day-to-day
ARAC use can offer constructive criticisms to
improve Site to Central and Central to Site commun
ication.
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May 1, 1978
Rocky Flats response
by phone 6/14/78,
(West to Orphan.)
ARAC SITE QUESTIONS
What is the nature and approximate cost of your
environmental monitoring system?
Overall monitoring system costs in excess of $2
million.
What is the cost of ARAC to ycu?
Manpower
(man-yr)
Updating weather tower
acquisition system
Customizing the site
software
Training personnel in
operations and
procedures
Additional air conditioning for equipment
Operations and test
exercises over 22 mos.
Maintenance-first
13 mos.
Maintenance-next
9 mos.

Equipment
$

.4

5,000

-

-

Contract
$

75,000

.1
-

1,000

.3

500

-

-

.1

1,000
7,500

4,836

79,836

What specific benefits has the ARAC facility pro
vided so far?
Ability of site facility to provide almost immedi
ate data near the site.
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How is the ARAC site facility performing?
Very adequate at present. About a year ago pro
blems with hardware occurred resulting from inade
quate air conditioning.
What is the relative value of local vs. regional
assessment?
The local assessment is more valuable now and will
be until the Central Facility is working on a 24
hour/day basis.
What improvements can you envision?
a.

Staffing the Central Facility for round-theclock operation.

b.

Reduced response time in emergencies.

c.

Modification of site software to permit Central
Facility call to obtain map data.

When you use ARAC, are advisories in most usable
format?
From the time integrated concentrations, it would
be preferable to have the model give contours of a
50 year dose commitment for Plutonium or other dose
commitments.
How effective are our mutual communication and
liaison?
No problem.
What value do you put on annual meeting of site
reps?
First meeting is valuable - we will have to eval
uate need for subsequent annual meetings.
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June 14, 1978

Mr. R. C. Orphan
L-262
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory
P. 0. Box 808
Livermore, CA 94550
Dear Mr. Orphan:
I have completed the ARAC site questions requested in your May 1, 1978,
letter. 1 hope this is the information that you needed.
Sincerely,

Clif«ira D. Kern
Research Supervisor
Environmental Transport
CDK:bmc
Att:

Questionnaire

Division
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ARAC SITE QUESTIONS
What is the nature and approximate cost of your
environmental monitoring system?
The nature of the Savannah River Plant (SRP)
environmental monitoring system can best be seen
in the attached report DPSPU-78-30-1, "Environ
mental Monitoring in the Vicinity of the Savannah
River Plant," Annual Report for 1977. The operat
ing cost for this system is approximately 1.2
million dollars/year.
What is the cost of the ARAC to you?
Direct cost of the ARAC system to us for FY-1977
(October 1976 through September 1977) has been
$2808 for maintenance and spare parts on the system
and individual time has been about 0.1 scientific
man year {a cost of approximately $10,000).
The maintenance and operation of the nearby mete
orology instrumented television tower and area
plant towers are not considered part of the ARAC
system. These costs might be of interest to you
(incidentally, these costs were requested some time
ago by Dr. Marvin Dickerson).
a)

Prom the period of July 1975 through January
1978 the plant costs in maintaining seven
towers are as follows:
A-Area
C-Area
D-Area
P-Area
K-Area
P-Area
H-Area
Total

Tower
Tower
Tower
Tower
Tower
Tower
Tower

$14,874
13,132
20,178
11,424
12,950
16,185
13,023
$101,766

This would give an annual rate of approximately
$45,000/year.
b)

For the period of July 1975 through October
1977, we have had expenditures on the TV-tower
amounting to $55,092. Of this amount approxi-
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mately $20,000 went into refurbishing the TV-tower
booms last year, thus, the routine costs run
approximately $15,000/year. In this same period,
we had an expenditure of 530,767 for the seven
towers. Most of this amount was for the installa
tion of lightning protection.
What specific benefits has the ARAC facility pro
vided so far?
The specific benefits derive from the fact that the
ARAC site Terminal has provided a confident and
reliable backup to our primary emergency response
system.
How is the ARAC site facility performing?
The ARAC site facility is performing satisfac
torily. There are one or more software bugs that
cause the system to go down for unknown reasons.
It is assumed that the next version of the software
will rectify this problem.
What is the relative value of local vs. regional
assessment?
With the Savannah River Plant being so large, local
and regional assessment have the same importance.
What improvements can you envision?
a)

We have previously enumerated in correspondence
with you several improvements that we desire
in the area of display of background geography
and the mandatory requirement for a user's
manual that allows for on-site training and
refresher training on the system.

b)

The biggest improvement to our system would be
the ability to use our on-site system which has
the capability to display in the local Emer
gency Operating Center (EOC) and (soon) all
seven operating areas. We are acquiring
(delivered in the next several days) floppy
disks which will be mounted on the ARAC Site
Terminal. With software systems from LLL it
is assumed that we will be able to obtain
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information from the central system, place it
on floppy disk and then use the floppy disk as
a medium of displaying data from the LLL cen
tral system in the SRP EOC and/or affected
areas.
c)

GSA procedures require that data telephone
calls made on the FTS system between 7 a.m. and
7 p.m. local time be accounted for separately.
Since the bulk of our transmissions of our data
from SRP to LLL is accomplished on an FTS call,
it is essential that a log of each successfully
completed call be made along with the time that
it took to make this call. Simple print of
this information on the DEC writer console
would be satisfactory for that purpose.

d)

We need the ability to obtain outputs from the
LLL central system on our ARAC Site Terminal.
We believe that this will be incorporated in
the next version of the software.

e)

Correcting software bugs is difficult and i not completely satisfactory.

When you use ARAC, are advisories i'' most usable
format?
Generally speaking, the advisories are in a usable
format; however, it is imperative that there exists
a user's manual which will allow unambiguous inter
pretation of the information given in various
advisories.
How effective are our mutual communication and
liaison?
Our mutual communication liaison has been good and
is expected to remain so.
What value do you put on an annual meeting of site
reps?
We believe that the annual meeting of the site reps
is a mandatory portion of the program and should be
continued.
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